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LOCAL AFFAIRS
1TKW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK
—

1
|

How satisfactory and assuring it is to
know that you are building up a fund for
use in any time of emergency.

I

Think it ^over, and you will
essential it is.

|

I

L

f

Independent not Dependent

Be

Your

I

account is

see

Bijou theatre
Hancock Co Savings Bank
The Burrill National bank
Bucksport National Bank statement
Trumbull Players
Motor truck for sale
j
Girl wanted for general housework
Admr^notice—George P Merchant
Bangor:
Great Northern Paper Co

|

|

how

invited.

Mrs. D. JS.

k

SUNDAY.

j]

Arrive from west at 646,9.11 and 11.46 a. m.,
б. 48 p. m. Leave for the west at 641 a. m., 6.11,
649 and 1041 p. m.

j*

n
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
at bllbworte ronomoi.

sped, Junt 26,1917.
______

mails naoBivan.

Week

Day.

West—6.56, 7.16, 11.46 a m (except Monday), 4.21,6.46 p m.
Prom East-12.28, 4.11, 5.89, 1047 p m. (1047
mail not distributed until following morning.)
Prom

LENOX

KEROSENE_
BY'THEJ
BARREL

Sunday.

Week
Goino West—11.40
Going East—6.80 a

Day.

m; 8.40, 440 and 9 p
m: 8.40 p m.;

a

m.

Sunday.

C. W.

Goino West—8.40,5.10.
No mail east Sunday.

QRINDAL

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an

WaterfStreet, EllswortH"*'

hour before mall closes.

—-—

WEATHER IN

ELLSWORTH.

Ending at Midnight Monday,
July a, 1917.
taken at the powei
observations
station of the Mar Harbor & Union Rivet
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.!
Weather
Precipcondition*
itation
Temperature

Por Week

FOR SALE

| From

Freight Boat Actaeor*
Length, 65ft; draft 6ft; earriying capacity,
tons;

one

Jaeger engine,

40hp

hp ; speed about

engine,7

and

one

50

Ellsworth

4am

8 knots ; derrick con-

Wed
58—
Tbnrs 8161—
Fri
50—
Sat
62—
Sun
61—
Mon

nected with power.

12

m

70—
70—
82—
70—
72—
72—

forenoon afternoon
fair
clear
fair
fair
rain
fair
fair
cloudy.fair
fair
fair
fair
rain,fair

1.00

Saturday.
Miss Mary A. Harley, wbo bas been
critically ill of appendicitis, bas made
steady Improvement daring tbe past

We cordially invite the accounts of every member of the family--no matter how young or how
old whether the deposit is large or small.

Charles Getcbell of Ellsworth and Miss
Mildred Gordon of Sullivan were married
Monday evening by Rev. Henry W.
Conley at his home at Ellsworth Falls.
They have the best wishes of their friends.

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth

is at home from

has gone to

position,
is employed

Mil-

a

New York last Friday, for the

BIJOU THEATRE
■WAIIM

I

I

STREET

—-—-

Kie*." 5 act*. Paramount.
>
Tt
»
i.U
Manruenw Counot
WLuNhSDAY, JULY i Third ot the -Seven Deadly Sine”—‘‘Oreed.”
:
T
\ JVLY 4-Muriel Aletrtcbe in "Mortmain” Viugrapb, 5 acta.
H
-V .fl’I.YB Franeia Hu.hman in “Tba Diplomatic Service,” 5 acta,
y Jl t.Y T Atm Penninirion -The lUinbow Princeaa.”
M., I
Y JIT. Y o The milh epiaode ot the aerial “Liberty.”
i 1‘KMi v V, JI'LY 10 Paramount preaeuta “The Heir to the Hoorah.”
arena! Matinee for Fourth ot July at ”.15 aharp.
:

C

1.1

.mi,

«

novel

I

The

r.D.SKMJAY, JULY ll-“The Se
> tit

a

beach.

er

Do Well,” from the famoua

|
Saturday Only1

Matinee

Admission,_5

and IQ cents

C. C. BURRILL

£ SON

-Eitabllalied 1807-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
Representing

some

of the leading

companies of

this

and foreign

countries

Round

Trip Daily, Except Sunday

Leave Post ofllce Square. Ellaworth, for Bar
Harbor at il.«A p. m
Leave Htar Theatre. Cottage St., Bar Harbor,
for Ellsworth at 2 JO p. m.
(Arriving in EUaworth in time for
■n.

ton

Washing-

County train)

Part 01.00 Uoh Way
Special Trips mads to Bar Harbor at reasonable rates. Public Car to go anywhere nights
and Sunday*.

M. B. YOUNG
T,l,pkWl«

IM

[llr«orth, ***.

"TK,IH Mm wlhHM

Mttl. C.rM

DEVELOPED and PRINTED
Developing up to apd including No.3
2 Brownie, 10 cents each; Prints,

cents each.
Developing 2A to 1x5,
exposures, 15 cents; 12 exposures,
25 cents; Prints, 5 cents each; 50 cents
Postcards at same rates.
fier dox.
*

fio?'bes£reiulU from your films give
trial order.

8tanwood’s Photo Gar
Hamrlngton,

Main.

Mall orders promptly filled.

talents,

Capital, 8100,000.
Surplus and Profits, 0128,000.

Mr. snd Mrs. Pearl S. Thorsen and Mr.
and Mrs. Roy 8. Warner arrived Saturday from New York, making the trip by
automobile.
Mr. Thorsen and Mr.
Warner will remain but a few days, while
their wives will remain for several weeks.
Mr. and

John Haskell of Bath,
who have spent tbe week-end with Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Smith, have returned
to their borne, making tbe round trip by
automobile.
Mr. Haskell, who was formerly of Ellsworth, is a foreman in the
Bath Iron Works.
Mrs.

will

spend

the

summer

Old

summer.

at Hancock Point

Mr. Swan

remained but

days, military duty calling him

Boston. He is

a

first lieutenant in

engineer

a

back to

the first

corps,

and

mustered into
the federal service for duty in France.

expects

soon

to

be

The annual conference of the Hancock
county Unitarian churches will be held at
the l nitarian church in Ellsworth Wednesday, July 18. The full program has
not been arranged.
Among the out-ofthe-State speakers will be Dr. Wendte of
Newton, Mass., and Rev. Samuel A. Elliot.
Dr. Elliot’s address on “The Moral Challenge of the Army Hut” promises to be a
noteworthy feature of the conference.
unusual interest at the
Bijou this week will be “The Diplomatic
Service” Friday, featuring tbe famous
Other
Francis Bushman.
screen star,
A

feature of

Thrift Leads To Independence
I

|

I'

neglect the desirable quality of thrift. It means so much in
the development of your financial welfare—it leads to independence.
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.

Do not

Hancock

County Savings Bank
Maine

Ellsworth,

any amount of damages up to |2,500.
The right hand becomes numb on cold
days, and she is unable to continue her
her

piano lessons or to button her dresses.
According to the arrangement planned by
her parents, the money is to be placed in

bank in her name and held in trust by
the bank until she attains her majority.
Thecourcil deferred action for a week,
landing a report from the law department
containing a recommendation as to what
Boston
the maximum sum should be
a

—

Journal.
A gang of thieving
biles descended upon

Prompt
their

action

stay

gypsies

in automo-

Monday.
by the local officers made
and
short,
they did not
Ellsworth

here

opportunity to carry their thieving
exploits very far. Two of the women
have

entered
the

the store of A. E.

girl clerk

was

alone

at

Moore
noon

while

and stole

$3 from the cash register. The girl
promptly reported the theft, and the gang
was

as they were leaving town,
good the theft. Later reports

overtaken

and made

Silvy and Sheriff
Deputy Sheriff Patten to
Franklin 'Road, where Maynard Springer
reported that they had stolen $5 from
sent

City

Marshel

Wescott and

him.

Warren

reported

the

Graves

of

loss

of

Lamoine

|5.

also
Three

were
the cars
brought back to
.and the men made to
Ellsw’ortb,
settle. The men, when overtaken, were
inclined to be ugly, but when the officers

of

backed

up

their

demands

with

some :

Boy Drowned at Dedham.
Charles E. Johnson, jr., aged nineteen
a deaf mute, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Johnson, w*s drowned in Leonard
liarriman’s

poad,

noi

the John-

far from

Dedham, Sunday morning.
In company with some com pan io us, he
was swimming in the pond, not far from
shorr', apparently enjoying himself, when
he was seen to throw up his arms and
sink.
He fad a younger brother had
been on a bicycle ride, and it is supposed
the shock of the cold water after being
over-heated was the cause of cramps. His
body was soon recovered, but too late for
resucitation. He was a bright young man
of excellent habits, and a general favorite.
his parents,
he
leaves four
Besides
sisters and two brothers—Mrs. John C.
Jettison of Gardiner, Mrs. Shirley Young
of Dedham, Martha J., Myrtle L., James
M. &Dd Earl G.
Dr.
Lewis
Hodgkins of Ellsworth
son

place

medical
deemed

in

examinier, who
an

inquest

was

summoned,

unnecessary.

Bar Harbor Boy Drowned.
James H. Cranaford, jr., of Bar Harbor,
was drowned laBt Wednesday at Wayne,
where he

taking
death
in the

was

He

camp.

some

was

gone
strenuous

due to

in

instructor

an

had

a

twenty-first

in

Itorse
niss n. Elizabeth Qoogins,
34 Pine St., Ellsworth
Prices Ressoosble
Telephoae, 55*2

boys’
after

exercise, and his
chill. Cranaford was

year of

his age.

He

SAFETY FIRST!

summer

with her

father.

then

some.

Sheriff Wescott

was

tele-

COMING EVENTS.

Write for information and free

literature to
phoned for, and, with Deputy Sheriff
Wednesday evening, July 4, at Nicolin
Ferry is in Ellsworth to spend the Fourth, Patten, went to Franklin Hoad and arNorth Ellsworth- Dance and
hail.
grange
Mrs. Harriett Giles the guest of Miss Mary Hopkins.
rested tbe man. After two days in the
Cambridge Anti-Suffrage Association
supper by Nicolin grange. Dance tickets,
county Jail, he was committed to tbe
29 Hillsido Avium, Casbridgo, Mass.
will on July 2 open her
Mis. William 8. Cousins and daughters
50 cents; chicken supper, writh strawberasylum and taken there Thursday.
and Mary, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Elizabeth
aud
ries
cream,
fl
per
couple.
Higgins’
Garden
Tn
The Union River yacht club has been re- orchestra.
are in Ellsworth for the summer.
In connection there will be •
with Fulton J. Redman as
Leslie W. Beckwith and family of Rox- organized,
Wednesday July 18— Hancock County
Room
Three Cars; day or night service
Colonial
H. E. Hamlin as vice-commoUnitarian conference at Ella worth.
bury, Mass., arrived to-day for a short commodore,
and
for luncheons
evening parties.
O. Whitney as steward and
visit with bis mother, Mrs. Nancy Beck- dore, John
Sicood-liand cars bought and sold.
and
1
and
Wednesday
Thursday, Aug.
Rev. R. B. Mathews as secretary and
Cut flowers, fancy bags, crochet work, with.
treasurer. There have been two additions 2, at Hancock hall—Annual fair of Unifor
sale.
22
WATER
ST.
marmalade
ELLSWORTH
and
home-made candy
Miss H. Elizabeth Beal and Herbert
to the Union river yacht fleet this spring. tarian society.
Telephone, 117-2
Korsaitb, both of Ellsworth, were married
At (he sign of the
Rev. R. B. Mathews purchased the sloop
Friday evening at the Baptist parsonage,
yacht Signet a lew weeks ago, and Fulton
Copper Kettle
by Rev. B. H. Johnson.
J. Redman has Just received his uew yacht
Open from 11 a. m. to 7 p. m.
Percy B. Russell of Haverhill, Mass., Letna, bought to replace the Polly sold reJust below station. was in Ellsworth last week.
Mr. and
232 Main Street.
cently to New York parties. The Lems is
Mrs. Ruasell are spending a few weeks at
a schooner-rigged yacht, sikty-two leet
TRY THE
their farm in Lamoine.
over-all, forty leet on the water line and
J. W. Tatley, wife and children of eleven feet beam. Though not as roomy a
We are growing the Everbearing
Strawberry Plants, also all the Old Montreal arrived Monday. Mr. Tatley craft for cruising as the Polly, she still
Standard Varieties and the Everbear- will remain fo' only a short visit st this has comfortable cruising quarters. She
We will re- time. Mrs. Tatley and children will arrived in Ellsworth from Boston ThursDisinfects
ing Haspberry Hushes.
place all orders of the Old Standards spend the summer here as usual.
day. The Polly was reported as passing
Paints
and
that fail to grow this year, 11*17, but
Ellsworth friends of Mr. and Mrs. through the Cape Cod canal Friday, and
will not replace any everbearing
of
now it in New York.
Woodland
extend
M.
doubtless
Bellatty
Harry
and.be
plants. Send us atrial order
Poultry House, Stable and outbuildings,
convinced.
(Pot-grown Strawberry congratulations on the birth of a daughTen-year-old Claire U McCarthy, the
Plants) in tbeir season at. $■'!.00 per ter, Hildreth.Faustina, born June 29.
schoolgirl who stumbled over a projecting
guarding against Disease and Insects, Saving
Write for free circulars and
100.
Bartlett Cottle, who is employed at holt in the concrete walk of the Charles C.
Perkins school, in the Back Bay, while
prices.
for
the
Hamilton, O.,
telephone company, playing tsg at recess nesrly two years ago,
Labor, Money and Time. For sale, together
arrived this morning for an extended visit appeared before the city council recently,
HANCOCK COUNTY NURSERY CO.
Senator
Malcolm
E.
S.
his
C.
Cottle
and
wife.
by
with
with
Blue Vitriol, Arsenate of Lead
accompanied
parents,
MAINE
SHUT,
Nichols, to show that her right arm la
Maynard E. Btrout, who has enlisted in partially paralyzed as the reanlt of the acand
other
Farmer’s
necessities at
Hand
Sacond
Nsw and
the naval reserve as telegraph operator cident. Her parents. Mi. and Mra. Charles
and is stationed at Bath, Is spending the E. McCarthy of 51 Eaaton street, Altston,
are seeking damages from the city on the
Fourth with his mother, Mrs. Charles W.
ground ot “moral liability.” It was preHodgkins.
viously ruled that the city it not legally
Caro to lot.
For Sal*.
in such an accident,
Hancock liable tor damages
The exemption board for
and the parents went to the legislatecounty is now in session in Ellaworui to where they secured the passage rfi -pocial 1
F. H. 08Q00D
Ellsworth
80 MainlStreet,
organize and, take the initial steps in I act tnab'in • the city, 1* u cuoae, to pay
TwI.pHonw M-l and 113-12.
of

Mount

Deseit

Linnehan’s Auto

OAKLANDS

Livery

''—•Killing White Paint

IPyrox,

_

a

bathing

was the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Cranapictures for the week are Tuesday, “’The business-like looking guns, they quickly j
Harbor. Be-ides his parents,
Kiss;” Thursday, “Mortmain;” Saturday, came to terms. They were made to settle j ford of Bar
for every loss reported to the officers, I he is survived by a twin brother, John,
setts.
“The Rainbow Princess;” There will be a
of Ellsworth, aud stay out. | and a younger sister, Ellen. He had been
I. L. Halman and family arrived Satur- special matinee Wednesday, when the and to get out
There were nine automobiles aud about | at Wayne but a little over a week.
of the “Seven Deadly Sins” will be
third
home
for
the
theft
Ellsworth
to
open
day
women and
men,
shown—“Greed.” Other matinees for the sixty-tlve persons,
summer.
j
Bay side Grange.
children—in the baud |
will be held only Saturdays.
children—mostly
present
Miss PaulinepMcKinnon of Bangor is
or
Bayside grange met June 27, with an
three ;
that visited Ellsworth, but two
A man giving tbe name of William F.
visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. Viola
average attendance. A rising vote of
more carp, which had been on side raids,
|
McKinnon.
Donovan, and whose registration card inthem at Franklin Road. It wa j thanks was extended to Mrs. Phillips and
joined
Misses dicated that be was from East Boston, the filthiest mess that has visited Ells- the Misses Brady, Royal and Morrison
Mrs. Alma |Whittemore and
Alma and |Elizabeth, 8ilsby are here for was committed from Ellsworth to tbe worth in years. Ellsworth has a warm for their entertainment of June 20.
insane asylum at Bangor last Thursday.
the summer.
welcome for such visitors, but not in the
Donovan, who had been sent by a Boston sense the term is
'Ihocrusnnrnta
usually used, iu the
Hoy C. Haines was in [Lewiston' a few
for tbe
agency to work
Cherrytield woods this morning, R. P.
days last week. He was^ accompanied by employment
Penobscot Lumber Co. at East Macbias, Robinson of
Dana McGown.
Ellsworth, the “Sunshine
was taken “queer” there, and left work,
biscuit” man, was held up by the gypsy
Mrs. Edward^JEllsworth of Dover, N.
starting to work his way back to Boston. band. His
bandy little automatic reH., is visiting her [parents, Edward L.
By tbe time he reached Franklin Hoad be volver proved a powerful persuader, and
We wish to inform you on the ANTI
Drummey and wife.
He wanted to tight
was more than queer.
be was allowed to pass without using it.
Miss Margaret 8. Ford left Monday everyone in sight, and stripped off his
side of the Woman Suffrage question.
morning for Hallowell to spent the coat, and bis vest, and bis trousers, and

Special Attention.

FILMS

ns a

at

F. C. Burrill and wife(have gone to their
cottage at Shady Nook for the summer.
Dr. Arthur If. Parcber has returned
from a two-weeks’ vacation in Massachu-

Miss Laura Spratt

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor

en-

John J. Duffy expectsto move his tsiloring shop next week to the store on Main
street recently occupied by Mrs. Fred E.
The store has been
Silvy, millinery.
thoroughly repaired since the fire that
destroyed Mrs. Silvy’s stock.

Massachusetts

p Edward Wood,
Town, is'spending the Fourth here.
Clark’s|fife and drum corps is engaged
to play at Bar Harbor for the Fourth.
| Miss Florence G. | Smith arrived from

I

most

Mrs. Kenneth M. Cameron of Ottawa,
Can., with little daughters Norah and
Mary, is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mr*. J. P. Knowlton. Mr. Cameron, who
accompanied them here, returned to
Ottwa Monday.

and Ellsworth.

Foster is at home from Boston
for bis summer vacation.
Charles Fullerton,| of the U. 8. 8. New
York, is at home for the Fourth.

who

Thrift is not only one of the foundation stones
fortune, but it is also one of character.

Mr*. Francis G. Alllnaon of Providence,
R. I., arrived last week to spend the summer with her father, former Chief-Justice
Emery. Prof. Ailiuson will Join her here
on the Fourth to remain through July.

now

Carroll J.Swan and wifeof Boston arrived
Hancock Point Saturday. Mra. Swan

Herbert

bridge, where she has

of

couraging.

few

||Miss Ella Goodwin

Life Preserver

Thrift helps a person improve his
brings satisfaction and is a life preserver.

week, and her condition is

at
.05

Total rainfall for Juue,8.45 inches.

Miss Lenora Higgins
Portland (or|the summer.

a

son

HAILE CLOSE AT POSTONFICB

BY THE DRUM

Thrift of

daughter

snd

Mrs. Mary Austin, daughter Helen and
Eugene, arrived yesterday morning
from Sparks, Nev., for an extended visit
with relatives and friends here. Bbe is
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Charlotte
Clement, on Laurel street.

Prom Wbet—646,11.46 a m.
No mail from east Sunday.

GASOLINE

Linneban

wbo have spent tbe past two
with ber mother, Mrs. Hollis Munson, at Portsmouth, N. H,, arrived home

|

In

_

Elisabeth,

Trains arrive at BUsworth from the west at
646,7.19,11.46 ana iiM a. m., 4.11 and 6.6S p.! m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west tat 7^
а. m., 12.28,4.11,646,1041 and 1047 p. m.

j>

t

|

weeks

days4

wans

StiKTtiwmcntft.

Ellswortb.

ICONDEN8BD TIMETABLE-;

n

anticipation of Its work on tbe military
draft, wbicb is expected soon. Tbe board
is composed of Qeorge B.
Fuller of
Southwest Harbor, Roland
Flye of
Brooklin and Dr. Lewis Hodgkins of

PARCHER’S PHARMACY

"l1

SUNDAY_SCHOOL
Lesson IK—Third Quarter, For

July 8,1917.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, II Chron. xxviii,
1-27—ftftpmory Verses, 1, 2—Golden
Text, Heb. xi, <L—Commentary Pre-

pared by Rev. D. M. Steams.
This is

bard lesson about a desman. one of the very
worst of the kings of Judah, of whom
It Is said. "This Is that king Ahaz''
(verse 22). Manusseh may have been
worse in some respects, but he repdnted. while of this muu we read of no
repeutauce. There were always some
who feared God. a Godly remnant, and
the sixteen years of this man's reign
must have been a heartbreaking time
for them, but no doubt a time of humiliation arid unceasing prayer to God.
and in due time deliverance came, as
we shall see In our next lessOD.
Days of trial are always times of
faith and patience on the part of God's
people, and the terrible days still before as, of which we are having already some foretastes, will give great
opportunity for the manifestation of
such graces (Ueb. vl, 12, 13; Rev. xlll.
10). All life's story as well as all the
Bible story Is either a manifestation
of God or the devil, and so It will lie
nntll a king shall reign In righteousness and peace and the devil be abut
up In the pit for a thousand years. It
Is written of Ahaz that he did not right
In the sight of the Lord, but Walked In
the ways of the kings of Israel, and
they, without exception, walked in the
steps of Jeroboam, son of Nebat. who
made Isrftel to gin.
What Ahaz did that was wrong and
desperately sinful Is quite fully recorded in our lesson chapter and in II
Kings xvi. He burned Incense to other
gods not only in Jerusalem, but In all
the cities of Judah and on the hills
and under every green tree. He burned his children In the Ore like the
heathen wham the Lord had cast out
He leaned on the king of Assyria and
worshiped the gods of the kings of
Syria. He had an altar made like one
he saw in Damascus and put it in place
of the brazen altar of the ixcd and
offered sacrifices upon it. He took the
great laver from off the brazen oxen
which supported it and set it on a
pavement of stones. He cut in pieces
the vessels of the house of (eel and
shut up the doors of the house of the
Lord.
It seemed ns if he could not
do enough to show his hatred of 0 d
an 1 His commandments.
Yet he had
a
good father. Jotham. who lientns
mighty liecaose he prepareu his ways
before the Lord his God txxvit, O. and
he had a good son. as we shall see in
our next lesson.
These tilings are a great perpiexity,
just ns similar things are in our own
times. Cut there is rest in the Lord,
and In Him alone, and in the fact that
He cannot tail nor be discouraged (Isa
xJii. 41. The Lord brought Judah low
because of Ahaz and because they had
forgotten the Lord God of their fa
thers (verses ti, lb), but they did not
repent nor turn to Him again. Isaiah
and Micuh were tile Lord's messengers
in those days, as we learn from the
first verse of each of these prophecies,
and the Lord sent Isaiah with a special message to Ahaz. telling him that
if lie would turn to the Lord the pur
pose of the Syrians against him would
not stand nor come to pass and that
he might lie quiet and not be afraid of
them, but that if he would not believe
he would not tie established. On that
occasion Isaiah was to take with him
his sun. Sbearjaslinb, whose name slg.
nifies the remnant shall return, for, as
we said earlier In this lesson, there is
always a godly remnant, and It seemed like saying to Ahaz that if he would
not turn to the I xml the remnant
would lisa. vii. 1-9).
It was to this same Ahaz the Lord
said. “Ask thee a sign of the Lord thy
God; ask it either in the depth or in
the height above,” and Ahaz said, "I
will not ask; neither will I tempt the
Lord (Isa. vii. '0-12).
He had provoked the Lord seemingly beyond all
endurance, yet hear him say. I will
not tempt the Lord,
if he meant to
say. 1 will not ask the lord for any
thing nor have anything to do with
Him. we mold understand him iieiter.
for that is what his actions were saying and perhaps what be meant to say
Now hoar this wonderful message
front the Lord to such n man representing the house of David and at such
a time; ”Tlte lo rd Himself shall give
Behold, a virgin shall
you a sign.
conceive and bear a son and shaP call
His uarne Immanuel'1 (Isa. vii. '.3. lii
We cannot hut think of the first as
aurauce of the great deliverer belug
made to the devil himself (Gen. ill.
14. 15). and we know that when the
Jevtl shall tome to the time of hit
very worst opposition to and defiance
of God then shall He who In the fullness of time was really boru of a virgin come in His glory to overthrow
all His enemies and set up His kingdom.
When the devil Incarnate, the coming antichrist, shall have gathered the
kings of the earth and tbetr armies
against Him who Is coming ou the
white horse, the Lamb shall overcome
them, for He Is King of kings and
Lord of lords (Rev, xvil. 14; xlx, 19).
That will be the morning of the Sun
of Righteousness of which David spake
In his last words, bnt there win be
no- morning for such as Abax, who
hare no use for God or His word (11
8am. xillt 3-5; laa. till. 20. R. VJ.
The glorioua assurances of Isaiah lx
aad xl and xii surely cry aloud to us.
a

perately bad

EDITED BT

Its

Motto:

**

»UKT

MAPUK”

HASJXPERIEHGE

The purpose* of this column are succlnc y
stated In the title ami motto—It is for the mut .al
benefit, and alma to be helpful and hopefull
Belngforthecommongood.lt la for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and auagestlon, a medium for the In
ter change of Mens. In thla capacity It aoltclt*
communication a, and its succeas depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of

Frank

Food Proptfudi.

Serve Threa Com Broad Maals a Weak,
Eat Mora Fish, Save Cannad Food
and Fata, Kasp a Wastalaaa Ganaags
Pall, Thay Counsel—Spseial Couraoa

“I

led to try Tanlac from the many
I saw of it from people
who bad suffered like I did, and now that
1 have had my relief 1 want to recommend
was

recommendations

this

new

medicine also.’’

In commenting
Tanlac man

Mr. Leonard’s case,
said:
“A great many
people believe they are suffering from
rheumatism wben, as a matter of fact, this
on

the

help them live.

condition may be caused by weak blood,
poor circulation, or stomach trouble.

Wben food is not properly digested but
clogs up the system with waste matter
that should be thrown

off,

tbe blood cir-

weakened and the vital organs
are unable to do tbeir work properly.
“Tanlac is designed to meet these cases
by toning op the stomach and creating
thorough digestion snd assimilation that
blood
and
builds strength
through
tissue."
culation is

tears.
we

that

great company

Beyond the tide, ebbing and flowing tide.
Tis not dead reckoning, for angels are convoy
and the Spirit guides.
H. W. a

|

|

Tanlac is being specially introduced in
by E. U. Moore; in West
Franklin, 8. 8. bcammon; North Bullivan,
Dear Friends of the ,Column:
H. Kobinson; Hancock, Pamola Grange
The above tribute to Capt. Richardson
Store, and tbere is a Tanlac agent in every
is from the l»eer Isle |Messenger, and you
Maine town.
will all read it with appreciation.fc It is
Ellsworth

lives like this that redeem the world from a
low and selfish,plane of living, and leave

rel.'nqnu

Address of welcome.G Bernard Summer
.Mrs Margaret K Grover
Response..
Fifth degrte
Recess
Music
“The So-called Weeds for Food
and
Vara Haslam
Beauty"
Orohardsg Dairying end C heese Factory
State Speaker
Piano solo...Mary Shand
"Some Common Biids and Their Relation^*
to Agriculture"
G Vernon Haslam
Vocal solo.Ida K Shand
Carranft event*..Mrs Patterson
Question box

state

and tbe cod

tnddenly
farmer, living ,hoal
Milo, wet shot snd kill*

came

Ow»r Mayo,
mile* out of

a

dusk lest Wedoesdsy
evening whj|
Held near bis bouse. One ol
Mayo'
children who wat with him
Myi
shot* ware Brad from tbe
near-by »(xx)l
tbe Brat bullet pasting over their
beadi
I, is believed Meyo was mistaken
(or
deer by
He wet
poacher*.
thirty.a,
years old, and lea css a widow md
„„
• boat

in

...

country.
As the first step lu this campaign
the league, supplementing the general
rules of economy Issued by Mr. Hoover,
ha a adopted a more definite set of
rules, which the women are pledging
themselves to observe.
Through the
borne economics departments In Its
branches throughout the state the women are being given abort courses In
“war" cooking that are designed especially to teach them what amf how
to cook for the aid of the government.
The rules of economy which they are
pledging themselves to observe are aa
follows:
Hrat—To serve three corn bread
meals • week.
Second.—To eat more fish and poultry and leas meat
Third.—To save the canned food; It
Is needed for the army.
Fourth.—To give more study and application to the government's food

ground, and all that remain* of that revered j
problem.
old church 1* a little heap of aahes.
memories ^ot virtues w hich one feels a
Fifth.—To save the fata, but at the
Sadie,
desire to emulate.
same time keep a hnlanced menu.
What do you think they would do now- !
Sixth.—To keep a wasteless garbage
In a'personal ^letter from^ “Ellis” she a-day§, Sadie, if they bad to make an
pall
write*;
“all-day” of it Sundays, as you and I used
Seventh.—Not to carry enthusiasm
“Our M. B. column has met (with a loss to? How fortunate it was. for ua who had and patriotism to an Impractical deindeed that will be hard to replace, in the so far to go that we could not go home at gree.
passing away of |Mrs. Chat to LBhe will be noon, that pockets in dresa skirts were in
Turn of Forty ot Work.
gnatiy cni**eil injher home and home sown. fashion, where two or three cookies could
In New York city a team of forty
She uas been such ajtireless woiker in the
be stored for the children's few minutes
prominent women has Iss-n formed by
uplift of everyU good work. 1 remember
between Sunday school and afternoon Mrs.
her wben we were number* ;of the I. O. G. T.
Irvtiig Brock, chairman of the
meeting.
She was a great temperance|wor..«r.”
home economics department, to direct
Atst Mai>gk.
the food campaign, and nearly l.mzi
“Ellis” also touches briefly „ou another
women already have lecn lined up to
subject id a way that Imany, especially
aid Mr. Hoover. Each one of ibe woAmerican mothers, w ill approve:
men is the caplaiu of a team, und she
“What a dreadful thing this war is? ;i hope
has pledged herself to enlist about
Germany will be ;her own undoing befoie
our boys are ready to go over there."
twenty others In the fight to keep the
wolf from tlse nation's door. The camA card from E. says:
palgn by team is being organized slmlIRONING
DAY
MENU.
“I try to find the pleasant things in life, but
larl.v all over the state
there are many sad ore* when we a.e not O-0
The women ail have taken the
to
written
meant
to
have
for
them.
I
looking
TUESDAY—BREAKFAST.
courses in war rooking amuiaed by the
Mr*. Cbatto, butjdid not realire;that she was
Haired Grapefruit.
From the beginning of the
league.
going
away so* soon. I saw her at South
Broiled Ham.
Com Bread.
discussion of the food sbortugc prois
BluehiU.
She. twaa| taking charge of the
Watercreea.
Coffee.
lera
Mrs, Brock lias considered it most
missionary work*at the| meeting.cOthers are
LUNCHEON.
gone, too, and now-^there are only memories
important for the women who wish-to
Corn and Tomato Chowder.
of what w# might have done.”
economize that they attend a cooking
Pilot Biscuit.
Lettuce Salad.
school and prepare to conduct their
Lookimg toward the brighter side, we
Apple Betty, Hard Sauce.
households on nu absolutely business
extend congratulations to B. J. Y. on the
DINNER
liasis.
son's high attainments during his college
Crab Meat Cocktails.
"Before she starts her economies the
Sliced Beef a la Mode Reheated In
his
other
course.
In
addition
to
housewife should know where‘and bow
Brown Mushroom Gravy.
honors, 1 do not see why he is not entitled
to
begin sj that she will not proceed
Rice 1 Potatoes.
to an “M. B.” We have always been glad
Vegetable Salad.
Rhubarb Pie.
about her economizing unwisely," said
to meet him at the re-unions.
Mrs, Brock.
"While saving tbe food
w-y
supply she can do a whole lot of harm
STRAWBERRY FAVORITES.
Strvsrr. June 7,1917.
to her family and give absolutely no
Dtnr Sinert of the Jtf. B.‘§:
8HPRTCAKE-- aid to the government tf sbe lias no
Ab I do not write of the present generation,
Two cupfuls of flour, one table- know
ledge of food values. Ever}- wobut as a Wayi;Back.” I will write wbat I
spoonful of sugar, four teaspoou- man who comes out of th*» teugue’s
know about thet?historic lold Baptist church fuls of
baking powder, one-half tea- cooking schools knows Just w hat foods
that came to an untimely end a few weeks
spoonful of salt, one egg, one-third cup- the government lacks and what to subago. I do not know who built it. as it was
ful of butter, one and uue-fourth table- stitute without
damage to the diet of
erected before I was born, hut probably by
aome of the old Baptist £ sain la.
One of my spoonfuls of lard and one-third cupful
her family.
of milk.
uncles was one of tbe deacons. It was a
“Because our women have adopted
MU dry Ingredients and sift twice, war menus that does
great, barn-like structure; no finish inside.
not mean they
Tbe seats were made of plank, and lucky was
work In shortening with tips of Angers, cannot serve
Just as appetizing and at
he or she who (could |get a back seat. Tbe add egg well lieaten and milk. Roll oat
tractive meals as formerly.
Tills Is
men sat on one side and the women on the
until atKHit two Inches thick and hake. one of the
tilings they are taught at the
other, in those days.
and butter the sides, pile the low- cooking schools.
Split
For the uverage
No silly excuse kept people from attending
er half with strawberries which have
housewife I think that the saving of
the house of worship, and parents took their
fats will be her most difficult problem.
children
to
church 'and Sunday school. been crushed and sweetened, and decoThere were two long sermons a day. As 1 sat rate tlie top with whole strawberries
and 1 want to warn her that fats are
those long'bours with my feet dangling about set in whipped cream.
very necessary to the individual and
a foot from th«£,floor, 1 did not hardly dare
Strawberry Sponge.—Bake a aponge that substitutes for them are few. For
look over across to where brother Billy sat cake In a round
i»n. Carefully cut off
the protection of her family she must
with tbe men, for fear be would make me the
top, hollow out the center and All study such things before she rushes
laugh. And I would wourter if that sermon with
whipped cream, sweetened and fla- blindly to tbe aid of her country."
would ever end.
vored and mUed with one cupful of
As a further help the league Is plan
The first preacher I ever heard was quite
mashed strawberries. Replace the top ulug to give a
?i>eeial cooking coarse
an old man—Bamueli Mscomber. After him
and serve on a large plate.
for cooks where they can be brought
Leotard Mayo. He
came a young >id,
and
oneStrawberry
into
Whip.—One
closer
touch
school
s
with the food condiand
then
for year,
taught
preached
fourth cupfuls of strawberries, one cup- tions.
went tj Camden aud brought back a wife.
ful of powdered sugar, white of one egg.
He was here two or three years longer, and
they bad two children.
Put the ingredients In a bowl and beat
HIGH STANDARD IS SET.
with a wire whisk until stiff enough
About that time there was quite s number
and
still
of
Methodists,
gaining. Tbe to hold in shape; about thirty minutes
Out of 192 AppliMethooist
church was built about 1*44.
will be required for beating. Pile light- Only Twenty-four
cant* Accoptod by Marino Corps
Borne of the Baptist members Joined
with
ly on a dish, chill, surround with lady
them, and some went to Oceanville and
Why an many men are rejected for
fingers and serve with cream or boiled
planted tbe seed of the present church there. custard.
military set-rice la partially explained
so large the district
The school became
the weekly report of Recruiting Offl.
Strawberry Ice Cream.—Wash and by
bmght the
Baptist church and built
cer Sergeant G. C. Wright complied
stem one quart of berries, sprinkle with
it over so as to bave a graded school.
after the recent drive*for recruits in
one-balf to one cupful of sugar, deAfter a while they built the substantial
the United States marine coirs.
schoA building opposite the Methodist pending on the sweetness of the berries.
Out of 1U2 applications for enlistcbnrch. and Stephen Thurston bought tbe
Let stand one hour; mash and rub
ment during the week only
old structure for a bar a on his farm.
twentythrough a strainer Make a custard of four were
accepted. Others were reA few weeks ago, when the buildings of
one pint of milk, two eggs and one
cup- jected for the
causes:
following
Under
were
the
old
owned
burned,
barn,
Byrou Tracy
ful of sugar. Add one pint of cream,
age, thirty-one: under weight, thirty;
M.
Judkins, was burned to the cool aud
by Mrs
partially freese. Add berries defective vision,
twenty-six; defective
ami finish freesing. Use three parts of
hearing, four; flat feet, alxteen. Sixty,
'‘Doan’s Ointment cared me of eczema that
ice to one of salt. Crush ice in fine
one others were rejected as ■•undesirbad annoyed me a long time. The cure was
pieces and mix with the aalt before able"
Hon. 8. W. Matthews, Compermanent.”
through failure to meet the exinto
the
freeser.
packing
missioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.
acting mental, moral and physical reA delightful
Strawt>erry Sauce.
—Adel.
quirements.
sauce for cottage and other
puddings Is
The standard of the "soldiers of tibe
made by adding to a hard sauce—made
sea" is very high, though certain modby creaming together a tablespoonful ification*
may be put Into effect later
of butter with two of powdered sugar—
should It be necessary to follow the
sufficient ciushed strawberries to make
precedent of the countries that have
Par Infants and Children
the sauce a deep pink color. Serve the
been draining their man j>ower for
pudding while hot
three years.
Sergeant Wright says
that at present 12 per cent U about the
average of acceptances throughout the
aJ
muntry.

•

children.

Harry Waymbuth. who ,dmj,
homing that night but claim no
bava been in the neighborhood
wher
Mayo waa killed, le under arrest, await in.
Investigation.
ha waa
to

FLORAL, 168, FORTH BCCRBPORT.
At tho mooting of tho grange Tuesday
evening, tbe ball was moot attractive with
decorations of red,
white and blue In
Piet rues of
crepe, and numerous flag*.
George Washington and President Wilson
were prominently displayed over the platform, where a large U. 8. flag was draped.
A patriotic program was arranged by tbe
lecturer, Mise Annu Cbipmen, with a usic
and readings.
A vote was taken for a vacation during baying. The next meeting
will be Tuesday evening, August 14. A
vote of thanks was given tbe lecturer for
her labor in decorating tbe hall.

tMCKFlCu&£),
One

application

ceived.

July

for

SMmiflraunt*

GOOD BLOOD
“Blood will tell.” Blotches and
blemishes, like murder, win
out, unless the blood is kept
pure. Its purity is restored and
protected by the faithful use of

BEECHAMlS

WALTHAM.

June 27, about twenty-five

were

present.

membership

was re-

PILLS

Children's night will be observed

11.
_

LA MO INK,

t Willi w* •# Aar Medic in* m (k« World.
Sold Mwywliwi. !■ box**. 10c., 2 Sc.

264.

grange circle a ill meet every Tuesday afternoon until after the fair, which
wlil take place some time in August.
Tbe

j

P.HICHESTERS PILLS

SILOS FOR DAIRYMEN.

I_

f
a «f»niH uifc-tfn
mjnlusrt hk.%m» »*ms«,u
Economical uftbni of Storing
ywn>i«WM ltot.s>ki' A
Gr„n Food For Cattla.
SOiP BY DRtGQlSTS EMR^WhtBE
Experiment station, ami tbe boot i
ami
»t.« k farm. In till* country
dairy
DR. pun •
■orsuiotD oiMRixr
have proved beyond (loutit that a silo i
U u**»i for tb« {-n s.} ', r*.
1* almost indispensable to a successful
Ikf of ecrr®*, h.; rufsa,
okft*, #pra:i.«, bn..*#,
dairy ami live stock business, says tbe
Il #«■';»
torrs,
Pennsylvania State college. If such la
yr>
p*iu tod t:t< he*J
tbe rase, tl.te* not It* mssi then becr*» brt- e. R»
ornmer ;>rd by ph;.» o.v*
come doubly urgent under present conSold by df!liKwt*JV. iid
«
ditions?
KV..OT Kccyor. A
Co., Prop*., Ai*a*, I.
Tbe *llo afford* an economical way
of storing gn—n roughage. With tbe
eom plant there Is always a
great
PARKiRS
waste In harvesting, husking and storHAIR BALSAM
tollPt
A
or«c«rAt:»Q of »*riL
lug the ury material. The silo ellmld«Mtr«C.
fUtpo to #r*if
ual<. thi. waste.
For R ■rtorroi CoW «»a
Boooty toCrmy or FAdxi HoJr.
An average a- re will produce 2.516 ;
pounds of digestible dry matter In timothy hay, while In c«m (ear and stalk!
It will produce 5,025 pounds, or praeEaiiroafcs ant Steamboat*.
flcally twice as much digestible dry
mnttcr.
The feeling value of these
roughages for dairy cattle Is widely
dlffi rent In favor of com. especially
when the silo Is used. Silage also has
an additional value through Its retention of the natural plant Juices, which
furnish succulence.
On farms where little alfalfa or ck> :
FACTOR\ LOCAver Is grown It Is possible to Increase
MILL SITES.
Ihe protein content of the silo by Intercropping soy beans with the com or
SUMMER HOTELS
SITES
growing these two crops separately.
If one cannot command sufficient laand CAMPS
bor to store the green com In the silo
at the proper stage of maturity the
Located on tne line ot me
crop may be harvested In the usual
way and left to cure In the shock.
I.ater (several months If need bei when
labor does liecume available tbe com
tan lie sueoesstully stored In the silo.
give opportunity to thone desiring to ntiit
Ex|ierlments and practice
have ■
lih*
change in location tor a new start in
shown quite conclusively that dry
shock com may 1* successfully preMater Powers,
served In the silo If water Is added at
Unlimited Raw Material,
the time of storage In amounts by
weight of one to two times as great as
and
the dry stover stored.
Land
Xow is the time to plan for building
Good
a silo for this year's com
crop. Wood
stave, wood hoop, monolithic concrete
and wood hood plastered silos may often lie constructed at low cost.
—
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STRAWBERRY

'•

ORKKF MOCFTlAF POMONA.

Music

wide campaign for the
spreading of government food propaganda and the enlisting of women In
the fight for the conservation of the
food supply has been started by the
National I-eegue For Woman's Service
of New York, following Mr. Hoover's
announcement of hla plana for the
mobilising of the housewives of the
A

medicine.

May 6. 191?.

unnecw,.,,

President William OeWitt
Hyde
Bowdoin college died
Friday
month's illness, due (o a genersl
bre.i
*
down .n health. Me we.
flf„.aine
Old end a native of
Wlncbendon u
President Hyde we. obliged to
hie college duties several
week,
While he had been ill, he had
not t*
confined to hie residence, but bad
taken
walk
long
daily and seemed to be in,
Hit
proving.
strength gave way Krid

reason.

Regular^order of business

For Cooks.

they would swell up and It would
impossible for me to walk any distance.
“Since I have taken Tanlac this rheumatism has left me, and now I can walk twite
as far as I could before trying this new

to

ev,d’*<

medtcii

forjba meettogtofat Green Mountain* Pomona with
Good wsll, grange, Amherst, Saturday,
July 7:

“Then

day the sunset gun will sound and

b-turd./T

wey* burned to deetbeerly
tb< Ir bom* in Anion «n
burned v„
of tbe occupems' of tbe
bouse etc.
Investigation failed to show enT
of foul play, and the countv
•miner decided an
inquest

^Followlngj*tbe program

ISSUE RULES OF ECOHOMY

be

You’ve just put out to sea.
“Calumet” and other ships shall sail
A few brief years, then drydockfand decay;
You will continue thro’ eternal years
Beyond time’s transient scenes—the los* and

Standish,

good

fcr.

You’ve Just put out to sea.
With faith in Him whose lights above
Direct the mariner, and He is love.
All's well! QTbe'voyager ne'er fears
Rock, tempest, waves, thro’ all It* jears.
And.now we pay this tribute to a friend
Who rich, embrostal wines of fellowship did

moorings, and away

Many

Frank W. Leonard it a well-known
When hia
farmer ot Hermon, Maine.
friends see Mr. Leonard walking along
with an easy stride, they are surprised.
The explanation, however, is in this story
that Mr. Leonard tells.
**I suffered from rheumatism and my
legs and teet would gat numb, 'go to
sleep,' as It is called, while 1 was walking.

You’ve just put out to sea,
Great heart and Captain brave.
To that fair;climetacro*a the wave
Where your beloved ones waiting are
To meet you, wben you croas the bar.
And we who linger, wave farewell
To one whose mind we knew so well;
Kind, steadfast, courteous and true.
Loyal to comrades old and new.

off

Interest

This column li devoted lo the Or*ugt. esto the grange* of Hancock couo.y
The co la tun is open to nil f rsnffers for tbe
discussion of topics of genera) interest, and
tor reports of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All|c«>nimiinlration* must
be signed, bat name* will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of ths writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

pecially

In York Stilts Still WM

Story

QUARRIES,
TIONS,

FARMS,

FOR,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Undeveloped

I
I

Farming

Await

Development-

Communications regarding location*

A nut and a joke are alike In that
they can l>oth I* cracked and different
la that the joke can be cracked again.
Regulate* the bowel*, promote* easy natural
action, *ud cure* eoDiti palloB.
Doan's
Regulet*. Aik your druggist for them. H
—

cent* *

bor—Adel.

I THE QUALITY

areii,Tiled and will receive
when addressed to any r.geiit oi
MAINE CENTRAL, or to**.

MAINE CENTRAL

RAILROAD]

PORTLAND. MAINE.

OF A CLARION
quality of the highest
grades of pig iron obtainable
plus the quality of expert
We use every
the qualClarions
give
that
means
lasting service.
ity

workmanship.

care to

Results

uniformly right in

are

—

consequence.

Made in Maine.
Successful everywhere.

CASTOR IA

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
Sold

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU.

is the

—

In Use For Over 30 Years

CA hi | to,

George B. Rowe, aged tbirtv.,e,..a
wife, thirty,braa, and ,„eir
ch.K.r.,
ranging in ege from oae to thirteen
era'

——*r—

Totff. A. R.

cast

Tells

Workers

in MBMOEIAM.

Some
Shall

Leonard

That- Will

writer will not be printed except by permtaalon.
Communication a will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
THE AMERICA!*.
Kilswnrth, Me.

to

W.

MITTKKV TO

3mong tt)e (frrangirf.

WOMEN AT WORK
AS HOOVER’S AIDES

HEBIOK FABIER

“Helpful end Hopeful.”

send
To hearten ethers and

.I1"

xltJDcrtisnnmtfc,

fHutnal Benefit Column.

Bangor, Maine

by J. P. ELDRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. Me.

to discover by
keeping a watch over
her that 1 suspected her. 1 knew
that
she was aware that l did
suspect her,
for she showed me
plainly that she
feared mo. Doubtless she would have
taken or sent away the diamond ilf
she
had It), I tut Treusdall. at
my suggestion, would not iiermit any one to leave
the plate without lielng
searched, the
gueata volunteering to' submit to the
ordeal If they were
obliged to leave
lief ore the gem was found.
1 held long delllieratlons with Miss
Sweet, who was now profoundly Interested In the case. These delllieratlons, besides giving us something In
rotnmon, enabled me to he n good deal
with her. 1 ho|ied. If I made
any further progress, to lend my assistant to
think that It was her Ingenuity or
perceptive faculty that was doing the
work and not mine.
“I have made a discovery," said
Miss Sweet to me one day, with great
glee.
"You don't mean It"' I replied.
"Have you found where the gem la
concealed 7"
"No.
I have discovered that Mrs.
Jerucgnn's nursemaid shares her secret with her.”
"How *«?"
"They know that we are watching
them.
Whenever the nurse sees me
looking at her she quails."
"It'a two against two, Isn't It?"
“Yes. and we'll tieat them yet."
"No doubt of It.”
“Have you anything to suggest?"
"Well, no; not Just now."
We saw the nurse go out with her
charge and knew that every afternoon
she took the child to a little park In
the neighborhood.
Trcusdall should
not have permitted this, but he said
that It wouldn't do to keep the little
girl In the house. 1 proposed to Miss
Sweet that we walk out, follow the
nurse to the I-ark nnd see If we could
learn anything
She consented, and,
getting her lint and wraps, we Rallied
forth.
We soon saw the nurse wulking
slowly, the child trotting alone, either
tieslde or t«hlnd her, carrying a toy
balloon.
We measured our pace to
suit theirs, and they entered the park
without knowing that we were m*r
them. A moment later the nurse turned and. suddenly seeing us, gave an

The Stolen
Diamond
Detective
A Case ol Doable
Work.
By DONALD CHAMBERLIN
"ben congress
One "Inter

was

In

to the National
(jsnbwi t wait invited

a
capital to spend
Treuadatl
Jim
friend

week with my
In company with

a very pleasant "bouse
djhers. forming
had not been long marparty. Jim
I have
ried. and 1 was ■ bachelor.
that hla wife got np
slways thought

i

for my benefit and
the affair especially
Mrs. Jim
that of Mls» Mildred Sweet,
desiring to make a match between us.
If she did she had no trouble, so far
was concerned, for 1 had not
„ i
been aripialnted with Miss Sweet ten
minutes lefore I remarked to myself,
“Dint's the girl 1 am looking for.”
I have ii theory that a good way to
win s girl Is to conjure up something
In which you and she may have a mutual Interest Fortune favored me In
this Wise
One evening at dinner Mrs. Jim showed plainly that something hsd happened. She said nothing to any of the
guests and "ben they spoke to her
Treusdnll
replltsl in monosyllables.
bbored hard to keep a certain amount
of life In the party, brat was not suc-

COUNTY

I&brrtfsnnmtg.

NEWS

A Breach of

WEST FRANKLIN.
Miss Lillian Brown of Bangor la visit-

ing

Discipline

here.

John
boat to

Farnsworth bas sold bis motor

Joneaport parties.

By JAMES

Miss Eva Hardison bas gone to North*
east

Harbor,

where she has

employment.

Friends of John Williams are grieved to
learn of his serious illness in South Carolina.
Mrs. Ella M. Smith has gone to Eastbrook to visit her daughter, Mrs. Amon

Googins.
Mr. and Mrs. William Merchant of
Eastbrook were week-end guests of their
son Atwood.
Dr. E. C. Hooper of Oakland and RayHooper of Chicago called on friends

mond
here

Sunday.

Harold Worcester and Langdon Smith
have employment at the swimming pool
at Northeast Harbor.

George Clark, who has been teaching at
Holden, was at home last week. He left
this morning for Bangor, where he bas
employment.
Wilier Loom be md Irvin Urmn, who
went to Winthrop with the volunteer
firming corpe, hive been assigned to the
Ayerdale firm it Bangor.
Mrs. Pearl Coombs underwent in operation it the hospital in Bar Harbor Friday. Friends here are pleased to learn
that the operation wae successful.

Coombs starts this morning on his
contract for carrying the mail from Franklin to East Franklin. E. E. Bcammon is
carrying the mail from Egypt to North
Hancock at present tor Mr. Coombs.
E. 8.

■
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It lias been said tin# in the camps
for the drilling of officers for the
army for the great world war the
obsolete in military science has been
discarded and the men are drilled In
trench
warfare, including grenade
throwing, the wearing of gas masks
and all such devices of,modem warfare. There is one fort where recruits
were drilled which can hardly be safd
to have fulfilled these conditions. That
is Fort A., located In the west.
Fort A. had been turned over to
the army as n station for the drilling
of recruits for the great world war.
The commandant. Colonel Whittlesey,
an officer of the regular army, who
had grown gray In the service and had
added with each year something to his
stock of army discipline, treated newcomers and old comers alike, exacting
from each the same rigid observance
of attention to the army regulations.
There must be guard mounting In
the morning, dress parade in the afternoon. tattoo in the evening and taps
at bedtime. The soldiers were drilled
to march, countermarch, load and fire,
in accordance with the manual of arms,
and otherwise conform to customs the
colonel had learned some fifty years
before at West Point

What use the men were to make of
these observances In the trenches tn
RIVERVIKW LOCAL UNION.
France probably the colonel had not
Kiverview Local Union met at the
considered. Soldier^ had been preparUnion church here Tuesday, June 28. An
ed for war by being thus drilled from
interesting program was carried out, as
cessful.
time Immemorial, and It had never ocfollows:
jiiu
me
to
a
loo*
up
Alter iimner
curred to the colonel that any other
Afternoon.
be
used
to
hide
ln
away
little den
way of drilling them would suffice.
Praise.T Lloyd Blaisdell
was
the
me
what
matter.
tad told
He forgot, if Indeed he ever knew, that
Word* of welcome.Sherman 8 Scammon
had
lost
a
diamond
as
hi*
Ills wife
Devotional service.Mrs T M Blaisdell
General Braddock with his trained
been
handed
nut.
It
bad
■s a hickory
Business
British regulars had suffered a defeat
Music
down t-i her from Are generations and
from Indians and had only been saved
over
her
on
General
to
her wedtopic for discussion,
been turned
from annihilation by Virginia militia
“The
Bible
Plan
of
Salvation”
taken
out
ot
It
ding day. ^he bad
that had never learned the evolutions
In Prophecy. Rev Mr Lowell
Its receptacle to wear It that evening
laid down In the books on tactics. He
Jesus' Part in It.Margaret Koch
at a re-rpteui that was to occur at
What the Apostles Said About It.Mr Rice
forgot that General Glides at New OrHouse
and had left It on
the White
Five-minute talks:
leans. commanding the best drilled
Involuntary' start.
her bureau while giving some direcWhat Salvation Means to Me..BB Whitcomb
troo[i» In the world, had been slaugh"The plot thickens," 1 remarked to What
tions about the dinner.
Salvation Has Done for Me,
tered by General Jackson's squirrel
"1H tiet that this
my companion.
He had no sooner told me this than
Will Gordon
hunters from Tennessee and Kentucky.
It recurred to me to make a detective nurse, being permitted to leave the Prayer an Essential Part.Miss Hodgkins
There was one ceremony of ancient
Evening.
of myself, for the purpose of discover- house, will get rid of the diamond."
“Suppose she has It with her now?” | Praise service.T Lloyd Blaisdell anil honorable standing about the obing the thief and to tnkc Mlsa Sweet
Prayer and scripture.Miss Koch servance of which Colonel Whittlesey
said Miss Sweet.
into the business with me.
By InterMusic .Franklin Quartette
was very particular.
The colors must
“It’s jsisslble."
esting her In the case I hoped eventuDevotional
exercises,
; e dally raised and lowered at the fir"I have never seen her so agitated |
Pastor Lowell of Methodist church
ally t« turn that Interest from the I
ing f the morning and evening gun.
ns when she turned and saw us beAddress.Rev Mr MacDonald, of Brewer
gem to myself.
There was no likelihood of the men payhind her."
Offering
I asked Jim a good many questions,
ing attention to this ceremony In the
"Y'ou are on the track.
Y'ou made Singing
but only ellelted the Information that
presence of tin enemy occupying a parthe discovery that she was In league Mizpah
In
servant
the
house
his
every
during
allel zigzag trench to themselves, but
Echo.
July 2.
with her mistress. Suppose we let her
wife* o1 -sence from her room was
the colonel considered It one of the
sts' by our acts and the expressions of
NORTH HANCOCK.
downstairs and quite busy, most of
ways to prepare them for this warfare,
our faces that we are watching hor.
them with the prepamtlona for the
E. L. McKay was home from Calais for and If the gun was not fired twice a
her Into doing something
It
drive
may
dinner
The men guests were all In
the week-end.
day on the minute of sunrise and sunthat will expose-her."
the billiard room. Two of the women
set woo betide the culprit whoso duty
Miss Dorothy Marshall, who has been
uurse
time
had
taken
a
the
this
Ily
guest-i wen* dressing In their rooms
it was to attend to the matter.
seriously ill of measles, is better.
on a bench, while the child played
seat
for dinner and after that the function
Now, It so happened that Colonel
Dr.
A.
W.
Cleaves
and
wife
were week<>n
ooher
lialloon.
several
at the White llouee.
A third, a wid- alsiut with
Whittlesey, who was a widower, was
end
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
8.
Stewart,
U.
guests
j
the
bal-aslous she let go the string,
ow. Mrs. Jeruegan, with a little daughattentive to a widow, Mrs. Eleanor
Mrs. Sherman Mayo of Brewer visited
nurse caught It only
Andrews, whose son was being trained
ter, At# yenrs old, had dnlabed her \ loon rose, and the
toilet and was assisting her nurse to In time to save It We walked by the her parents, John N. Marshall and wife, at the fort, and the lady was staying
woman uud as we did so stared at her Sunday.
with the wife of one of the officers on
put the hil l to tied.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jones of Bos- duty there. Nevertheless his courtship
Mrs Jeruegan waa my first choice ! ominously. She trembled like a leaf.
We walked on a short distance and ton, who have been visiting O. L. Stewart did not prevent hint from being watchfor the thief.
Women who are not
The child's buIloou had a*- and wife, have gone to their camp at ful of the neglect of any of Ills favordrens.-d don't run about In another : turned.
hi the branches Marlboro.
ite observances.
person's h-.use, and Mrs. Jeniegnn was Caped and was caught
the only person on the floor at the of a tros overhanging the seat where
Mrs. Andrews had a tiny poodlo no
Roy E. McKay was home Thursday
time the *t--ne was lost.
I went to tho nurse sut. The child was crying night, returning to his work on the bigger than a largo rat, and It was
the White House reception with Miss I for her toy, ami the nurse was trying steamer Moose head Friday.
questionable, should she bo obliged to
M.
Sweet and during the evening told her to quiet her.
July 2.
give up either the poodle or her mar"I’ll buy you another, dearie," she
tial lover, which «he would surrender.
ibuut the loss and began to excite her
BASS HARBOR.
where ooe
The colonel seemed to realize this, and
curiosity as to who could have been said. "That one lias gone
Miss Marcia Fernald of Somesville is
It was generally admitted that Zip, tho
can't get It.”
the thief.
The nurse si-oke the truth. Only a visiting here.
poodle, was the only living thing at
"It would tie a nice thing.” I salt.
'If you an.] I, working together, could long ladder would enable any one to
Barron
Watson and wife spent the tho post who could violate tho colonel's
It had lodged some week-end with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. orders with Impunity.
reach the toy.
recover the stone and turn It back to
Tho only up to date arrangement on
thirty feet from the ground. As I Watson.
the rightful owner.”
tho premises was tho contrivance for
“Indeed. It would,” she said, “but walked past the tree 1 looked up at tt
F. P. Pray and wife, who have been in
the firing of the morning and evenI noticed that the string attached to It Boston all
how can we do that?”
winter, are at home. Their
“I don't know that we oau, lait we
hung straight. I suggested nothing at daughter, Mrs. Frank Hanscom, and her ing gun. A wire had been stretched
from the gun to a room which eonfirst, but presently I asked iny com- children, are here with them.
ran try
talned an electrical battery, and a key
I confided to her that I suspected panion:
R. B. Fanning and family, of
Mrs.
had been Introduced to make the cur‘'l*o you notice how straight that
Mrs. Jemegan. She did not especially
Flushing, N. Y., Mrs. Maury and Miss rent which fired the gun. No one was
fancy the widow, but could hardly string hangs? Is It caught on a branch, Baldwin of Washington, have opened admitted to tho room except tho officer
bring herself to feel that she had nud docs the balloon keep It taut?"
their cottages for the summer.
charged with the firing of the piece at
stolen the diamond. I told Miaa Sweet
"No; the balloon U against a bough.
July 2._X. Y. Z.
the specified time morning and eventhat she, being a woman, could keep But there Is some Ding—very small
ing.
army
in
an eye on the
to the end of the string."
tied
than
better
I.
suspect
One day after luncheon Mrs. Anand she agreed to do to.
“So there 1*."
drews. having a headache and not
Sawed Off, Who Wanted to Form Regl1 had a little scheme
at the nurse, who knew
I
glanced
sleeve
up my
wishing to have her poodle, desired
and
to compel Mrs.
ment, Told Rulo I* Waived.
Jernegnn to show her we were talking about the balloon,
some place In which to shut him up.
Little men are Just as welcome In
tolors if she were guilty. Of course saw she was holding her breath from
She sent word to the colonel asking
that waa not proving her guilty or suspense.
1 called some boys who the army as big men, provided they
permission to put Zip In the gun firing
Retting lack the atone, tmt it would were playing near uud offered any of are strong and tough.
room. The colonel would not havo acThis was learned at the war depart•ene f(ir a riew.
I Invited a party. them a lyuarter who would climb the
ceded to the request had It como from
Including Mr*. Jemegan, to visit the tree and bring down the balloon. One ment when an enterprising short man, any one else, but dared not deny the
**pitol. Miss Sweet waa, of course, of the boys took my offer, and In a somewhat Irritated because he thought
lady of his love. lie ordered tho key
*lth us.
After showing the parti' few minutes 1 was In possession of the his lack of stature a bar to enlistment,
to the room to be sent to lier, and Zip
though *he building I took them up toy. At the end of the string was a wrote to Secretary Baker:
was a prisoner In the gun room.
Into the dome. There Is a
“If you will give me the authority
whispering bit of tissue paper. In the paper was
Evening gunfire was at 7 o’clock and
to raise a regiment of little men, a
Rallery in this dome In which a voice the diamond.
5 minutes on that day, sunset occurwill
them
toI
bantam
get
regiment,
on
one side can be heard at
•Peaking
I looked uround for the nurse. She
ring at thut hour and minute. Zip was
the other.
gether In a short space of time and
leaving the widow on one had vanished.
placed In the gun room at 2 o’clock, and
efwill
more
•hie of the dome. I took Miss Sweet
do
that
they
The delight both of myself and Miss guarantee
at fifteen minutes past 2 a boom was
halfway round the semicircle, and, Sweet may be Imagined. We started fective work In a day than a like num- heard that sent a wave of consternaweek.”
do
in
a
men
can
ber
of
big
•catching till Mra. Jemegan was aep- to the \iouse with the little girl Far
tion through the dungeons of Fort A.
••ated from the others, I suggested to
In declining the offer the war departthe street we saw the nurse runThe colonel wus falling asleep over Ills
Mias Sweet to put her mouth near the down
colonel
that
the
bantam
ment
Informed
ahead of us. It did not occur to
after luncheon cigar. Springing to his
**11 and whisper the words, “Whatdid ning
Instruction*
to
have
officers
recruiting
us what she was going to the house for
feet, be rushed from his quarters to see
Jon do with ltr
minimum
waive
height rules, provid- who had dared fire the evening
we got there, when we discovered
gun at
She did so, and the effect waa In- (111
frames
which
are
have
ed applicants
He
the beginning of the afternoon.
that she had warned her mistress and
work
which
to
do
the
■tantaneous and unmistakable. The
heavy enough
a word to any
met the officer charged with the ob•ndow staggered, turned pale and look- gone on. Before saying
to
them.
will be assigned
servance hurrying to the gun room, and
one I took the stone to Treijadall. and
*u
hurriedly about her. When she
consultation. We had
the two went there together.
"Wned her eye* upon ua we were loek- we had a long
Xbbnttsnunts,
There was Zip hopping about on the
the widow, and since
*0* down on to the marble floor far no proof against
electrical machine, and at the very moshe was a connection of Jim's he debelow.
maid had
ment of their entrance he sprang off
“y companion waa delighted with cided to tell her that her intimate
the key.
stolen the diamond and not
of
•he success of
balance
the
ever receive
proper
my device. She seemed
The oolanel charged the officer to
that she herself was supposed
■? be struck with surprise and admlra- to her
food to sufficiently nourish both body make no explanation of how the gun
have been an accomplice. This
to
u°n at what she waa
the growing period.
brain
and
pleased to call
during
had been fired out of time, and the orunplea santneaa
Ibgcnulty. 1 was more Interested would avoid any
This is shown in so many pale faces, der was obeyed. But the women at
When the matter was given out to
to Miss Sweet than
lack
In the thief. I dlaand
colds
lean bodies, frequent
the fort got bold of the matter, and It
*~xne<i any great shrewdness—Indeed, the guests I told them all that the find
of ambition.
soon spread throughout the poet Coloteas far I waa
was entirely due to Miss Sweet’s insimply lucky. But I
Emulnel Whittlesey, seeing that on one there
All such children need Scott’s
She was the
and foresight.
must keep
up the illusion. I must find genuity
from that moment sion, and need it now. It possesses in could meet him without giving way to
*°me method of
from the wVb lioness of the party
learning
became concentrated form the very food ele- a smile, asked to be relieved from the
°w what
she had done with the dia- till we broke up and generally
mond.
convinced that she had done It all her- mentstoenrichtheirblood. Itchanges command and departed for other doty.
Hie match with Mrs. Andrews was
And here I showed that Instead of self.
weakness to strength; it makes them
broken off on her refusal to permit him
No alcohol,
That gave me a good start, and in- sturdy and strong.
bmn* an experienced detective I waa*
to kill her poodle.
**• bungler. I permitted the widew time I won—not a stone, but a woman.
Scott S Mm, HncleU, N. ).

Halt!

TIME you must spare that house—
touch not a single shingle.” The Bay Stater
means business.
That house is safe against wear
and weather—it’s covered with Bay State Paint.

| "RATHER

/

|

|

If you want paint that is all worth and no waste,
paint that is pure, economical and enduring—see that
the label reads “Bay State.” No matter what you
want to paint, there is a Bay State product made just
for it Our book will help you decide the paint queation. Send for it today.

HO&LAND

WADSWORTH,

j

|

* CO.. Inc., Boston, Mnu.

Largo* Point ond VomUh MoJfn ond only Corrode n of Load In Nam England
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BAY STATE PAINTS

1

1

FOR SALE BY
Smith Bros.Sedgwick Frank Stanley.Islesford
F. J. Higgins.Southwest Harbor Eaton & Co....Stonlngton
N. A. Stanley.Northeast Harbor F. A.Noyes.Sullivan
A. C. Fernald.Mount Desert Flfleld & Joy.Bar Harbor
F. W. Lunt. West Treraont Thomas 1. Hinckley.Bluehlll
R. B. Brown Co.Castine Dunbar Bros.Sullivan
F. H. Macoinber.Seal Harbor L.C. Bragpon ..Franklin
W. F. & L.G. Stanley..Cranberry Isles P. W. Richardson & Son.McKinley
F. H. Harding.Sargentvllle

There is little difference in the price of

and other teas—BUT—there is a wonderful difference
in quality, as you will appreciate and enjoy the first
time you drink SUPERBA tea.
Order of your dealer. 40 cents, 50 cenfS and 60 cents
the pound in #, I pound and 10 cent packets.

Formosa, Ceylon Orange Pekoe or English
Breakfast, as you like._

40 1

SUPERBA Coffmm and Conned Goods leave nothing
to be deaired by the most particular.
Try them.

I

MiUiken.Tomlin.on Co., Importers and Packen, Portland, Me.

j

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
of Edward

The bearers

deceased, Alvah,

were

R.

the

Mark and

of the

sons

Harold

Reed

James. Mr. Reed was boru at
Tremont Oct. 12, 1851, but had made his
home here for the past twenty-eight
years. In his early life he followed the
and Alfred

Upon coming here he took up
landscape gardening.

sea.

business of

the
He

indulgent husband and
father and a good neighbor, a man who
will be missed not only by his family but
by the community. He leaves besides his
was a

kind and

sons, Alvah and Mark of
Northeast Harbor, Harold of Calais, and
three daughters, Katharine of Northeast

w’idow,

three

Harbor, Mrs. Alfred James of Bangor and
Ethel of Boston, who were by his bedside.
He

leaves

also six

grandchildren

several brothers and sisters.
June 27.

and

for

after which they will
Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs.
Simeon Marshall and Miss Doris Marshall
of Southwest Harbor attended the wedremain

a

ding.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
A. H. Mears
Persia

Sibley.

is

at home for

a

few

days.

Young

spent last week
Marion Bartlett in Ellsworth.

with

Dorothy Young entertained nine
Friday afternoon in honor of her
thirteenth birthday. Ice-cream, a birthday cake, cookies and candy were served.
The decorations were red,
white and
Miss

friends

blue.

July

Hubbabd.

2.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Morse has returned from Boston
for a visit to his mother, Mrs. Coleman
Hagen. He has enlisted in the medical
Amos

corps.
Frederick and

bridge, Mass.,
with

Agnes Tweedie of CamFriday to spend the

came

relatives. They

were

joined

Saturday/by their cousin, Hope
Norwood of Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Crosby Young and family came
Saturday from Cambridge, Mass. They
will‘occupy the cottage of Mrs. Arthur
Reynolds for the summer.
here

SOUTH BLUEH1LL.

week,

be at Southwest

summer

Spec.

Frank Sibley and wife of Somerville,
Mass., are guest of bis brother, L. H.

July

2,

Mrs. Cousins of East Bluehill is working for Mrs. L. Sibley.
Harrison Tbomas of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
visiting his brother, Samuel Thomas.

'i:btrti3enmta

Miss Marion Simpson of Rockland is
visiting her parents, E. B. Simpson and
wife.
The

;ice-cream sociable given
society was a social

ladies’ aid

Net proceeds |13.95.
June 30.

by

the

success.

becomingly

gowned

in

white,

with a veil, and carried a boquet of
bride’s roses. ▲ short reception followed
the wedding ceremony. Only relatives
and a few intimate friends attended the
eerviee. Mr. and Mrs. Marshall left by
automobile for 8ebee lake, where they will
•

Falls
Citizens
Out Publicly.

Speak

Ellsworth Falls we find that people
praising Doan’s Kidney Pills as
highly as here in Ellsworth. Being so
of an Ellsworth
near by, the statement
Falls resident is of particular interest.
Ellsworth
people will do well to
profit by Mr. Lake’s experience.
John Lake, stone mason, State St.,
“About
Ellsworth Falls
four
says:
years ago my back was lame and painful, and at times I could hardly get
about and was all bent over. My work
causes more or lees stain on my back, and
I think it bad a lot to do with bringing
I bad fainting and dizzy
on the trouble.
spells; in fact, I was in pretty bad shape.
I doctored and tried different kinds ot
medicine, but Doan’s Kidney Pills did
me more good than all the others combined. This medicine cured me.”
Price 80c, at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask tor a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidney Pills—the same that cured Mr. Lake.
Foster
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo.
h. y.
In

march, Triumphale, by Rathbun, was
played by Miss Edith Floyd and Miss
Doris Marshall on the piano.
Miss Elsie
Floyd, a sister of the bride, was maid
of honor, and Marshall Floyd, a brother of
bride
the bride, was best man. The
was

Ellsworth

O.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Marion Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Hiram C. Floyd of Dexter, and Elmer
Stanley Marshall, son of Mr. and. Mrs.
Simeon Marshall of Southwest Harbor,
were married at the Floyd home Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock. Rev. Stanley
Oates Spear, pastor of the First UniversalThe wedding
ist church, officiated.

J°y

—

funeral

weeks.

CapSEN

I.

*

Reed was
held at the home Saturday, June 23, Rev.
Charles F. Lee officiating. Mr. Reed died
June 20, after an illness of less than two
The

bantams"welcomed

NOT ENOUGH

NEWS

COUNTY

are

COUNTY GOSSIP.

(Ellsworth American

and after
July 7 every vehicle on wheels, except
those for the transportation of bay, wood,
lumber or stone, most have attached to it,
Don’t forget your light"!

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

4

KOR

PUBLISHED

■VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

if

AT

public highway

on a

On

between

hour

one

after sunset and one hour before sunrise,
at least one light, so displayed as to be
visible from both front and rear.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
TBB
HANCOCR COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
BT

W. H. Titcs, Editor and Manager.
a year; $1.00 for els
month*; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearage* are reckoned O', the rale of $2 pet

Beaver

are coming back to Union river
That is the pleasing news sent to
Chief Game Warden J. H. Macomber by
Warden L. E. Crosby of Amherst. It is

year.

believed to be

•Boaorlptton Price—#2.00

waters.

nearly

100

years since
beaver left Union nver, though remains
of their dams may still be seen. Jotham
Roberta, aged eighty-seven, says there

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Baatnes*communications should txv addressed
o, and all checks and money orders made i*ay
tote to The Hancock County Publishing
CO-, Ellsworth, Maine.

been any beaver on Union
river waters within his remembrance.
The place where Warden Crosby dishave

never

covered

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4, 1917.

tbeir

works

is

on

the

West

! branch, about six miles sbove Amherst.
They had felled a poplar tree twelve
Maine exceeded the Red Cross subinches in diameter. The current it very
of 9500,000 expected of her

scription

swift at this

by more than 25 per cent., the aggregate being about 9630,000.

point,

It
making for the
they
Allagash or Warm brook, where there are
several old beaver dams.
The beaver
doubtless came across from Greenfield or
No 82 on Penobscot waters.
It is hoped
they will locate permanently on Union
river.

over-subscription of the Red
Cross fund, which was set at a maximum of 9100,000,000 to be secured in
a week’s time, is a testimonial of the

believed

are

country’s willingness to give—not to
Sacrifice your
invest—money, when it knows how
the money is to be used, and that the buabes or Maine

good

is a

The United States is indirectly
food enough to feed the entire
German army of 2,500,000 men on the
This is the statement
western front.
of Food Administrator Hoover as
reason for the embargo soon to be
the exports of foodstuffs to
Holland and the Scandinavian countries. These countries are importing
large quantities of foodstuffs from the

placed on

United States, which, if it does not go
directly to the Germans, relieves the
of

produce

raised

in

those countries for German consumption.

long distances on
plaoee on tbe white

is always taking the joy
out of life. The prohibitionists were
rejoicing at the prospects ot the

Somebody

EVENTFUL. CAREER.
—

|
!

Superintendents* Conference.
school of instruction or preliminary
conference for superintendents of schools
will be held at the normal school building at Castine beginning Thursday evening, J uly 5, and ending Monday evening,
A

9.

The work is designed for the benefit of
superintendents ot schools seeking a dis-

cussion of the more common but very
vital problems of school administration.
The development of the annual confer-

impracticable to devote
a complete discussion of many of the topics ot immediate interest to superintendents whose
experience in the work is limited. This
has made it

all the time desirable for

school of instruction will also prove extremely valuable to those who contemplate entering the field ol supervision.
The work will be so planned as to be
carried on In both conference and class
form, and will be under the direction of
representatives ot the Bute department
of education.
Dr. A. O. Thomas of Lincoln, Nebraska,
the new state superintendent of schools,
will make his first public appearance in
Maine on Monday evening, July 9, when

opening ol
give
the annual conference of school superintendents and school principals.
he will

an

address

Actresses

on

the

Do Their Hit.

Frances Starr, the famous actress who
“The Rose of the Rancho,”
“Marie Odile,” and other successes,

\ appeared in

Bazaar this month on
the work of the “Stage Women’s War Relief.” This organization is not only hard
writes in

Harper's

at work making surgical dressings, knitting socks, snd so forth, but is also preparing to give entertainment for the men
at the training camps throughout the

United Ststes.
It is too early to know how the plana
will work out, but the general purpose
of the society has been approved by President Wilson, and as Miss Starr says, the
soldiers deserve

legitimate

amusement in

their few moments of rest and relaxation.

PRETTY MARSH.
Miss Lucy Murphy of Bernard is visit-

ing

here.

Mrs. Josephine Freeman and Mrs. W.
H. Gray returned last week from a viait
at North Weare, N. H.
Mrs. V. D. Smith of North Sedgwick,
who has been visiting Mrs. Newell, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Ada Bartlett and Lucie Ober ol
Northeast Harbor were the guests ol Mrs.
& J. Leonard last week.
°2.

July

__

GOULDS BORO.
An error was made in tbs item last
week, the name Dickens appearing as

“Dickey.”
Alfred Young's house caught lire Sunthe chimday morning from sparks from
ney, but the Rrs was soon extinguished.
Mrs. P. H. Spurting baa returned from
been visiting
Pmsqoe Isle, where she has
An- 1
her daughter, Mrs. Walter Welch.
of
other daughter, Mrs. George Ba oiler
Bangor, accompanied her home.
Eiitah.
I

July*.

In California.
Santa Cruz (Calif.) paper prints an
obituary of a native of Oastine, who
rounded (Jape Horn in 1849, gathered gold
in three continents, won and lost two
fortunes and then amassed greater wealth
A

Maine bone-dry, after the present
anticipatory stock of moisture is ex-

ence

Forty-Niner Died Recently

Castlne

prohibiting the shipment of liquor
into prohibition states, which went
into effect July 1, is expected to make

s

perience required

seataring

o(

men

modified

have

make

to

merchant marine

sailors who
opportunity

inspection
considerably

steamboat

vised rule* of tbe

service, which

been

admission

to

the

service easier for real

hitherto may not
to secure licenses

have

had

as officers.
While intended primarily for tbe information of applicants for admission
to the free schools in navigation and
engineering which the shipping board is

establisbing, tbe summary
rules Is of general interest

of the
to

as a

California ranchman.

A life full of activity, romance and adventure, with wanderings in many dimes
and

replete

came

to

Short,
yean,

yean'

a

with

close

and

failures,

when

William

successes

April 28,

new

American

sailors.

Coder them, for example, tbe master of
a
fishing or coasting schooner of two
years’ standing, now is qualified to become a chief mate on on* of the new cargo
steamers
being built for the shipping
board. Tbe rule* thus let down tbe bars
to many men who previously could not
easily get into tbe merchant marine service, while guaranteeing that the men
thus admitted shall be experienced in
their business.

Tbe shipping board will take in hand
any applicant with proper sea experience
and give him the necessary free training
navigation to qualify him for bis new
position, at any one of its schools.
A There are four of theee schools in
Maine, at Portland, Uockland, Macbias
and Booth bay Harbor. Only American
citixens are admitted to the schools. At
the end of the school service, the student
1s to be given sea training on pay. There
is no enlistment, as in tbe navy, but if

resident of Santa Cruz for thirty
succumbed to an illness of several

Memorial Resolutions.
IThwvas, 1 >exth bu entered our ranks nnd
taken from ojr midst onr beloved eleter,
Julia A. Chatto. therefore be it.
Resolved, That in the death of sitter Chatto,
the W. C. T. U. haa loot one of tie moat
honored and esteemed members, one who
was deeply interested In alt its work.
Resolved, That we bow in humble submission to the divine will, as did our beloved
sister, and that we extend onr heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family, and devote a
pace of onr records to her memory; that a
oopy bo sent to the family and to Tan Elu>wosth AMSaicaa for publication.
Mas. M. B. Aisnaasois,
Mas. LiXXIa M Reap,
Mas. Coax A. Poanov,
Mias Coaa B. Aahsasoit,
Committee.

SEAWALL
Addie Brown la at home.

a

Mrs. Lacy King is at home for the

The deceased

was

born

in

Castlne,

With his
Maine, February 38, 1828.
brother, dept, dewall Short, he sailed
Horn at the age of twentyone, landing at San Fnncisco in July,
1849. The brotben lost no time in getting overland to the bonanza gold fields
above Stockton on the Tuolumne river.
Here, after two or three yean’ hard work,
they made a fortune out of yellow gold.
The brothers separated, and William
Short sailed for Australia, seeking further
mining experience and adventure. After
a short stay in the antipodes he shipped
for the mine fields of Peru, landing at
Lima, and while them almost gave up his
life, a sacrifice to tbe scourge of the Sooth
American mountains, yellow fever. His
robust
constitution
and
indomitable
>
pluck pulled him through this siege.
After regaining his strength, he started
on his longest earthly voyage—back
to
Maine from Peru, in those dsys a truly
tiresome and unusually adventurous trip.
He married in his old home town, and
soon after again started for tbe
Pacific
coast, settling in V reka. Cal.
His health began to fail at this juncture,
and he and his wife started south, hunting
around the

sum-

mer.

duntion.
at

Fred Thurston was
Walter Newman’s.

a

week-end guest

Mrs. L. F. Newman has joined her husband here for the

summer.

Mrs. Florence Hadlock is the guest of
Mr. end Mrs. Hiram Hadlock.
Misa Carrie Spurting was the week-end
guest of Mrs. Alma Sparling.
Alvah Rich of Franklin Park, Mass., is
visiting his aunt, Mrs. Rose Metcelf.
Mrs. Hubert Farnsworth, with daughter Gertrude, is visiting her parents,
Edgar Newman and wife.

Gladys and Doris and Master
Earl Newman of Waltham, Maae., an
visiting their sunt, Mn. Con Haynes.
July 2.
_T. E. D.
Misses

SOUND.

Georgia Wiggin is visiting Mrs.
Clin Murpby.
Mn. On Fleming has nturned home
from the Bar Harbor hospital.
Mr. and Mn. Earl Btonr of Bath, an
visiting Mn. Stonr’s parents, J. W.
Tracy and wife.
Mn. Jniia Tracy and little daughter
for s place where he might again renew beve nturned home from Tioga,
Pa.,
his health. They finally settled in Felton, when they here spent three months.
where Mr. Short opened s butcher shop,
Mr. and Mn. Caleb Tracy and son of
and where he became greatly benefited Northeast Harbor spent the week-end
through the drinking of mineral water with Mr. Tracy's parents, J. W. Tracy
from a spring. He later moved to San and wife.
Benito county, where he purchased so
H.
July 2
enormous ranch near Tres Pinos,and from
which he made s fortune, the second or
MARLBORO.
third he had made in his lifetime, the
Mr. and Mn. W. I. Ford and family enothers having been lost as soon as they
were made.
From the ranch in Tres
Pinos the Shorts came to Santa Crus to
live, thirty years ago.
The deceased was an interesting character in many ways. He was an inveterate
hunter, and had in his lifetime killed between 300 and 400 deer. He was an ex-

pert checker player, the recognised peer
of any of the Santa Crus sharps, even
after he was a vary old man.
His rsligious devotions were made in
the Methodist church. He was a regular
member of that denomination, and rarely
miaeed a service. Seven years ago, after
of his wife,
the death
he went to
Bangor, Maine, for a visit to his sister,
Mrs. H. 8. Rogers, who died in 1916. His
nieot, Mrs. A. C. Batchelder, who spent a
in Santa Crus with him, returned to
home in Bangor a few weeks ago.

Cr

Deatons* Cannot Bo Cored |
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure deafness, and that ie
by constitutional remedies. Deafness is
caused by nn inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tate.
When
this tube u inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when it ie
entirely dosed, deafness Is the result, and
unless the inflammation can be taken ont
and this tube restored to fits normal condition. bearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten nre eansed by Catarrh, which
is nothing but an inflamed condition of the
m oca us surfaces.
aVe will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of- deafness (eansed by catarrh; that
cannot be cored by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Drassists, 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

FRESH CHICKENS
How to Choose One From
Embalmed

who

wish to enter any of tbe various grades
for deck officers or engineers in tbe new
merchant marine.
This information is based on the re-

accepted for training, an applicant is expected to sign on for the merchant
marine, where wages at present are attractively high.
Applications for places In tbe merchant
service are being received at the rate of
several hundred dally by Henry Howard,
director of recruiting for the U. S. shipthe wind to lodging
ping board, at Boston custom house.
11
kill*
the
pine.
pint

kill the currant and gooseberry bushes. Tbe only remedy is to
destroy all such bushes by digging them
burning them.
up, root and all, and
Even if they are in apparently healthy
condition, they may be breeding white
pine blister.

of “bone-dry” national prohibition when President Wilson interfered in behalf of the poor man’s
beer and the rich man’s wine, which
will now, because of bis influence,
probably be exempted. But Maine is
not especially interested, for the law

July

pine,

Entrance to Service Made Easier for
Real Sailors.
Tbe U. S. shipping board’s reeruiiiniservice, national headquarters lor which
are at the Boston custom bouse, bss issued
the minimum exa statement giving

but doe* nof

success

hausted.

and gooseberry

loee ber white

much more valuable crop. That is tbe
warning sent forth by the State forestry
department. It calls for a sacrifice on
tbe part of the grower of these small
fruits, but if this is not done, the white
pine blister may ruin tbe pine of Maine.
Before it reaches that stage, the State
may have to paea laws forbidding the
growing of currant and gooseberry
buabea. Here are some facts about the
white pine blister not generally understood. For instance, moat people who
have given it any thought at all suppose
that tbe disease spreads from tree to tree.
This, according to tbe forestry department, is not true. It breeds only on tbe
currant and
gooseberry bushes, both
wild and cultivated, and tbe minute
germs of this fungus disease are borne

nishing

amount

currant
will

a

one.

fur-

same

the

beaver abandoned further work there.

is

The

use

apparently

and

MERCHANT MARINE.

Mn.

Among

Poultry.

Tips About Dry Picked, Air Cooled
Birds and the Groat Danger of Bacteria Entering a Drssssd One, Thus
Causing Ptemains Poisoning.
We should place wholesomenesa ahead
of plumpness and youth. In other
words, the point* of greatest lni|«>itauce
to consider are: “I* the Mil untainted
or reasonably fresh? Is there danger of
Its giving ptomaine poisoning to some
one who cats it because the bacteria of
decay have begun their deadly work?"
The time was when It waa considered
safer to purchase poultry which bad
been drawn. It being argued that the
entrails were likely to contaminate the
meat Heads and feet were removed,
and the purchaser felt she was getting
net weight and not paying for that
which must be discarded.
As u matter of fact, it la now lielleved by the majority that It la safer to
buy poultry undrawn and with the
heads and feet where nature placed
them. Once an opening has been made
Into the body cavity of a bird or the
bead and feet cut off, the moist, delicate tisanes are laid open to the air.
fairly Inviting the Invasion of bacteria.
These bacteria soon impair the flavor
of the meat, even tf actual decomposition does not set In.
The feet and bead tell a good deal
about the age of the bird.
Tnung
birds have clean, smooth legs and feet
while old ones show a rough, scaly
condition with the development of
Some poultry specialists also
spurs.
claim that a fowl with yellow legs Is
of l>etter flavor than one having black

legs.

plainly.

It Is not at all difficult to learn to
dreaa poultry at home. Ten or fifteen
minutes at the most la all that Is needed to prepare a good sized bird for
cooking, and there is a great deal of
satisfaction In knowing exactly what
you have got.
In these days of the high price of
living and the still higher price of being sick the mote we pay others for doing the less money we have for ourselves.

SUMMER BEAUTY.

Tbe proceeds of tbe dance Friday
were given to tbe Red Cross.

mandments. Church, altar and
choir
lion ware attractive
with <tei.i„ ,ni
a
other wild flowers.

Ju'Jrlt

ment.

Alvah Norris, one of tbe junior volunteers, bae been assigned to work in Limestone.

Miae Ethel Turner end niece, Ellen Sargent, bave returned from a visit in Mil-

Mre. Core Fratier of
Sprlogvale ia vtett.
ing bar parenta, L L. Crabtree and
ait,.
Mra. Nellie Meader, after several
weeki
with
Mra. Laura Colby,
returned
Ellsworth laat week.
I. L. Ward well and wife
recently vi.ited
tbelr nephew, Leelle
Newcomb, in v_
‘"
York.

July*.

___

Miaa Beatrice Oordon ol Sullivan
vuited
laat week.

Mra. C. B. Springer and Mias
Minnie
Harr!man have gone to Northeast
Harbor
to work.

Raymond W. Blaladall, who wet called
borne from Lewiston by the death ol
hie
brother Roeooe, has returned.

bridge.
Earl Tracy ia freight agent for the W inter Harbor Transportation Co. for tbe

July

2.

B

fm Silt

summer.

Karl Lae, principal ot tbe bigh school,
gone to tbe Whits Mountains, where

baa

employed In a hotel.
Ralph Cane, while flablng recently,
caught in bis net a sturgeon weighing 100
pounds. It was shipped to Chicago.
8.
July 2.
be ia

MOTOR TRUCK FOR SALE

_

MOUNT DESERT.
Ruth

Miae

Maas.,

ia at ber

Greenougb of Brookline,
cottage for the season.

Miae Mildred Caine ot Brewer has
I be Somes’ hotel.

em-

}blp CEUntit).

ployment at

Misses Maxine Brown and Winifred
Gray bave gone to Seal Harbor for tbe

July

2.

Taboo.
_

BTONINOTON.
Mn. William Kelly and childmo of
New York an ben for the Hour.
Mn. John Stanley and eon of Brockton,
an guests of Mn. P. B. Mills.
John McNevin, who ia employed at the
Bath Iron Works, ia at boms for a vacation.

Maas,

Alex

Chalmers, who ha* been at Hebron
months, is at home,

sanatorium sevenl

improved

in

Prank

U.

is

health.

visiting

of

his

Wbitinsville,
father, John L.

Thurlow.
Several of the

men

at

the

Settlement
job and

quarry have finished their stone
gone home to Bluebill.

Mn. Herbert Belindas
home

aoi-HEKERP«E^>p^ji7^i7r^r^rr
light work. Address Jinks
St.. Ellsworth, Ms

arrived at beg

Saturday. Mrs. Anna Balhome.

a-

Nihil.

boter^workT
MANmiddle.aged
preferred. Apply
Hocsb. Kl Is worth
—Allround

a

Mr*. Oreo* B. French and children
are

wife.

The Baptist Sunday school will
have its
*U-mn*. <1»J concert Sunday

evening,

Mr. and Mrs. D. O.
Campbell of Sangervtlle. With Mr. and Mrs. Kelley and
young daughter ot Monaon, will visit
Mrs. J. H. West and Mias
Virgins Collins

SN

IRL for general housework

T Oak street. Ellsworth,
edoesdsy, July 11.

£pc

buckled inside the coat

revers

and one

The appeal for the observance of Patriotic Sunday,
July 1, by an offering to the
Bed Cross from the
Sunday school* of the
Methodist church, was put forward here
by Pastor Lowell, and nearly K» was collected.
The

or

Adrfrru To
caii After

fe ! Ncifini.

CARO or THANK*
and Mra. Fred E. BlsisdcJl and fimilv,
wish to rxpresi their
appreciation to their
friends for their kind sympathy sod AMiatance In their boar of sorrow at the death of
their eldest son.

MR of East Franklin,
sincere thanks and

13 ink Statrnunt.
REPORT OF

CONDITION
-OF THE--

Boclsport National M
at

Backsport, la the State of Maine,
close of business

on

st the

June 30,1917.

RESOURCES
Loans and diaeoonta.#141.79

*5

Total loana.. 141,79 » #141,79 w
Overdrafts.
unsecured.
#*r
•tv tr.
U. 8 bonds deposited to
srcurs circulation (par
value)
#56.00000
U- 8 bonds and certificates
of Indebtedness pledged
to secure C. 8. deposits
&A00 00
(par value)...
Total U 8. bonds (other
than Liberty Bonds)
and ce'tt Ac Ales of Indebtedaesa..54.000 04
Bonds other than U. 8.
bonds pledged to secure
8.050 00
postal savings deposits.
Securities oth« than U. 8.
bonds
(not
including
stocks}owaed unpledged, 1*2.179 tt
Total
securibonds,
190.17198
ties, etc
Stock of Federal Reserve
bank (SO per ceat. of sub1,«0«
script ion).
Value of banking house.
16,983 70
16JSJ76
Equity in banking house
1.0VTR
Furniture sod fixtures
Real estate owned other
than banking house.
M#*
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in
8I»4l
other reserve cities.
M05 <8
Net amount
due
from
1.656 M
banks and bankers.
Outside checks and other
4 00
cash Items.
Fractional currency, nick*
l# 8
els and cents.
165 iS
Lawful reserve in vault
and net amount due from
rvft'-*
Federal Reserve bank....
Redemption fund with U.
8. treasurer
and due
*,50061
from U.8. treasurer.
...

—--

...

Total.
LIABILITIES.

2

Capital stock paid la.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits. #18,10887
Less

current

expenses. In-

2.3*2 M

terest, end taxes paid....
oatCirculating notes
standing.....

posit# subject to
reserve..
Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits sabject to
reserve.

500®
„...

**.*»■

Net amount doe to banks
aad bankers.
Demand deposits:
Individual deposits sublectio check.
Certificates of deposit
das in less than 80 days.
Cashier's
checks outstanding.
Total demand de-

,.aU

115.S71»
_..

3

00311
90 "

118.815

43

210.118

86

disbursing officers.
Postal savings deposits
Total of U. 8. deposits
not subject to reserve.

11<U»

m

...

children's day concert at the
Methodist church Sunday evening was a

M

7,839 80

Total...

I458,1***

8TATE OF MAINE.
COOJTTT or Haacocg is:— I, P*rk*rS K*nL
«*“•
oedy, cashier of the above-named
do solemnly swear that the above •taU®.
la trae to the beat of my knowledge
lief.
Paaaan 8. KwrsaDV. CashierBobacribsd aad cwora to before me this
of
1*17.
Jans,
day
T. H. Smith.
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
Pascal P. Gilmobb,
Director*.
Habbt B. Goooihs.
Thomas F. Masoh, 1

andj"

[

Algal 2<otia*.

this weak.

buckled outside, confining them slightly.

it

acock

deposits. Including deposits of U. B.

visiting her parents. Ivory F. Butler and

ar In tbs figure gives us this bench salt
Hie feature Is tbs double belt, one

for

tnsn

man

U

United States

Mr. Estey, station agent, baa moved bit
family to the boose ot Waiter Lawrie.
The improvement of Mrs. Lewis F.
Springer, wbo baa been Ul for some weeks,
la gratifying to her friend*.

THE LATEST MODE.

M•■ ipht

or

.. ..

Thurlow

FHANKUN.

W.

B,

____

MT. DESERT KERRY.
Mr». Annie Sprau apent a few
d,...
’
laat week in Boren to.

here

__

his

IbT^ZZ

Among

presentation to four llttU, l,d

Floyd Bradbury, Leroy Eldridge, Waii.~
and Robert Rleiadell, of nice
pocket teata.
ment* for memoriaing the
ten com

Mrs. Wilson Sargent baa gone to tbe
Eastern Maine general hospital for treat-

Joly

MeBaa
of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
grandmother, Mrs. P, M. Watthe “Homestead” Sunday.

success.

Mias Hazel
Waetoo, a graduate of
Farmington normal echool, ia at borne.

Gept. Ernest Tnurlow is the champion
halibut catcher ben. He got one each
day last week, and on Saturday two that
netted him over 930.
Burton Trott, who has been
visiting
hen, left for home last week. He has an
unlimited license a* second engineer, and
has gone to South Amerioa.
The second annual banquet of the Stonington Alumni association was held at
Hotel Stonington last week, with an Intonating program.
Many from out of
town wen present.
Monteile Abbott Harmon and Mias Ven
Harmon an home from their
respective
schools for the summer.
Beginald Noyes
and Norman Tor my came on
Saturday’s
boat.

Watson

the

w«a

c
EAST FRANKLIN.
Paul Blaiadell haa gone lo
Northeaat
Harbor to work.

even-

ing

lad ue is also at her old

Mrs. N. L. McCrillis is visiting in Norway, Paris, and Turner.

Flatbuah—Your wife says that you
can't keep her In dresses Bensonhurst
—Well, I bought bar a home, and I
can't keep her la that either.—Yonkass
Statesman.

a

Rev. M. C Miner visited Rev. Mr. Stilee
Wbitetleld, N. H., last week.

summer

Mrs. W. A. Crabtree of Hancock Point
is employed at C. S. Colwell's.

_

wae

Mr. and Mra. C. H. Davis bave gone to
Bar Harbor for tbe summer.

Maas.,

Could Youth Bo Garbad Mora Charmingly Than This?
White tussore handsomely figured and
out with a smart little rest In a shade
to hanuunlze with the predominant col-

SOUTH HANCOCK.

July 2.

Miae Helen Cole of Waterville
gueet at C. E. Grover's.

recent

summer.

Mrs. A C. Smith arrived from Dorchester, Mass., Friday.
Capt. M. A. Young is visiting his father,
B. H. Young.

,on,

Pearl Joy baa returned from Steuben,
where she baa been teaching.

et

pleasing

E. 8. Drew

The bead of a bird which has been
Miaa Doris Karat of Salisbury Cove la
killed some time will tel] the fact
plainly to any one who can rend the visiting ber grandparents, Gapt. Cbarjes
Snnken eyes, darkened Brown and wife.
symptoms.
Mrs. Bertha Smith baa returned to ber
neck and a greenish blue color near the
bill, all show (hat the bird Is no longer borne in North Sedgwick, after three
weeks in town.
fresh.
To order a bird over the telephone Is
George Lyman Somes of Waltham,
to trust entirely to one's marketman.
Maea., ia spending hla annual vacation
It is much better to make the selection at hla new borne bare.
In i>erson and to bare the chicken or
Miae Gladys Richardson baa gone to
duck or whatever U may bo drawn In Southwest
Harbor, where she has employone’s presence.
ment for tbe summer.
Sometimes chickens are dry picked
Mrs. George Karst bea returned to ber
Immediately after they are killed, and
borne in Salisbury's Cove, after 'a few
to hasten the cooling process they are
witb ber parenta bare.
allowed to stand for a time In very days
Miae Asrr'ea Pray of Somerville, Meae,
cold water In order to remove the aniformerly of this village, ie spending tbe
mal heat
This Is objectionable also, for a season at tbe F. H. Pray cottage.
Miss Dorothy 8. Lethiecq of Brewer is
chicken cooled In water absorbs more
or less of it, which Is paid for at food
spending tbe eummer et tbe borne of ber
prices. The skin of such a bird has a grandmother, Mrs. Caroline T. H. Burner.
white look, which has been described I
Dr. and Mrs. Albert Lethiecq of Brewer
It haa a thick look and the Misses Lethiecq spent
as “powdery.”
Sunday at
and ia inclined to be rather ablny.
tbe borne of Mrs. Lelhlecq's mother, Mrs.
A properly dry picked, air cooled Lyman Somes.
chicken has a loose, clear looking akin.
Roger Holmes Allen, sergeant clerk for
There are sure to be short hairs, which tbe Maine
quartermaster’s reserve, left
It Is necessary to remove by singeing,
Monday for Eaeez Junction, Vt., to reand the papillae, or quill sockets, show
for
training.
port

_

at

for ber vacation.

wae a recent gueet of
Dr. J. 9. Bragg.
Mrs. Betts of Boston ia visiting ber
sitter, Mrs. Henry Frazier.

Rev.

tertained e party July 1, at the shon.
The party consisted of Mr. snd Mn. A. E.
Googins snd daughter Eire, G. W. Googins, Mr. snd Mn. C. C. Btntton and
daughten Jniia and Catherine, Mr. snd
Mn. G. L. Stewart and daughter Virginia,
Miss Frances Cleaves of North Hancock,
Mr. and Mn. M. A. Ford of Gleason dale,
Mass., Mr. and Mn. CLrenoe Jones of
Boston, Mrs. Gould of Brewer, Miss Hops
McKenney of Fort Fairfield snd Freddie
Stntton of Marlboro.
A picnic dinner
was served.
Spec.
July 2.

joined

WINTER HARBOR.
James Torrey and Potter Gerrlsh have
purchased motorcycles.
Miss Mildred Jordan is at borne from

Colby college

PUT WHOLESOMENESS FIRST.

NEWS

0 ) TVTY

THl uMribw h.MDy «**••
X ke bu bMi duly eppotnwd

IntoioMkbMiUof
K
PBIBI T. HACKETT. lot. of HANCO*-.,
■*
In tko eoaaty of Hnaooek, dooooood.
(1.00 bond, no tko Ion dlroct. th«All
oono
knvfni domnndo ocnlnot to
of onld doeooood oro
tko onnw for oottlomont. ond oil
thereto oro roqueted to moko pey®*"1

dooirjd

■JSSTllf iMT.

Ooonor
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t. lUnenA*.-

j

ITY MKKTIJfO.

C

COUNTY FARM BUREAU.

KLLSWOKTH FALLS.

Before Cl«y
title New Bualneaa

Campaign Opens with Five Rousing
liovernment.
Meetings Monday Night.
The campaign (or the
meeting of tbe city govorganization ol a
The regular
In county (arm
mpiit >>< held Monday evening.
bureau, which is being
of I be mayor, Preeident Wea- pushed tbit week by the agricultural exWea- tension service of the
oreeided. Aldermen preaent,
University of Maine,
Small.
opened Monday evening with five
Bro»n. Moore (4),
rousing
were paaaedaa follow*:
meetings. The enthusiasm manifested by
Bolls of account*

'*r} I

'CTbeence
‘

*1^0*»l

No. «•.".

toll«taccount* onmaaioann’*
.rsaar

IMS*

•••

gHeeal**

aou*.

•

btate

..

road;

rsucnaa*’

county

£

p.r.eUewaUa..;....MW

The
*.*»*

*

r1"

am **
M

(trend total.

tba Bar Harbor A
It was voted tbat
Power Co. be ordered to
I’nion Hirer
for filling atreet
oove the atandplp*
on State atreet, th* mayor and

fpnnKler

will be

fully

met.

out-of-the-county

gaged in this campaign

aiust aore_

coaunoa ’'bool..
gilt school.

farmers and others assures tbe success
of
tbe
and
campaign,
that
the
desired membership of at least 300 in the
the

relocate tbe earn#.

speakers

with

en-

County Agent

Worden are H. L. Simons of the U. 8. Department of Agriculture, P. W. Monohon,
W. C. Monahan, M. D. Jones and R. P.
Mitchell of the University ot Maine.
The meetings Monday were at Town
Hill, Hancock, Trenton, Gkmldeboro and
Sullivan.

Meetings scheduled for the remainder
of the week

follows:
Tuesday-La moine, MariavlUe, Waltham, Franklin and North Ellsworth.
Wednesday
Eastbrook, Surry and
are at

Leamon Franklin ia home from Dexter
tor a lew days.
Mra. Virginia
Moore baa gone
to
Stockton to visit ber grandparents.
Leroy Haslatn and wife ot Bangor are
goeata ot A. W. Salsbnry and wife.

HANCOCK

THREE NIGHTS, STARTING

John Morse ia at home from Cherryfield, where be baa been several weeks.
Percy E. Flood and wife and Miss Helen
M. Flood of Bangor were here over Sunday.

THURSDAY, JULY 5

The ladies' aewing circle will meet with
Mrs. Fred Moore Thursday afternoon,
Jnly 12.

"The Best of the Good Ones"

Mrs. Samuel Oandsge of Seal Harbor
A. W. Ellis and wife Friday and

TRUMBULL PLAYERS

visited

Saturday.
Fred E.

hatchery

Grace

is

of

Green

lake

spending hia vacation

fish
hia

at

e

here.

home

and

charming ISABEL GOULD in
Big New York Plays Lavishly Presented

Miaa Clara la boa of Waltham, Maas.,
here over Saturday on her way to
Waltham for a visit.

was

Mra. George Black and Mias Mildred
and Master Clarence Black of Bangor
Bayside.
North
Thursday
North visited hare last week.
Bluehill,
Brooksville, North Sedgwick and North
Plano Recital.
Henry E. Brown and wife, who have
Casllne.
been living here two years, have moved
A recital «i« given by the piano pupila

I

board

to

—

Adjourned.

o( Mi#* May Bonaey at bar borne on Han*
cock etrvet Thursday afternoon. Two
were rendered, one at 2.30 and
program#
were
served.
4. Kefreebmanta
one at
The bouse was prettily decorated with
and wild flowera. The program:

pink*

Jolly Dark lea,.Betcber
Alice Haynes. Doris Scribner
Krogmann
LJUie Joker....
Happy Soldier.Virgil
Howard Higgins

Doo.

••••

Thr

Bugler.Virgil
Katherine

Friday—Buckaport,

Orland and North

Penobscot.
The Trumbull Players.
Mias Isabel Gould, leading lady with
tbe Trumbull Players, who will
appear at
Hancock hall Thursday, Friday and Saturday of this week, is a Maine girl, her
home town being Farmington, where her
father is now editor of the Franklin
county Journal.

Oagood
Schmitt

Wain.
Albert

la

OPENING

back to their farm in Otis.

Cnaningham

Twilight...Onnachala

“THE

Miaa Annie D. Clark of Southwest Harbor and Miaa Verna Brown ot Princeton
were guests of Mra. B. S. Jellieon Satur-

The Bird

Mrs. Frank H. Lowell and son Erdman
Tarrytown, N. Y., are visiting Mra.
Lowell’s parents, Almon G. Jellieon and
wife.
of

High Class Vaudeville Between
PRICE8: 15, 25 and 35c.
20c---Best Seats for Ladies
Seat Sale

Mrs. Ada Ray is in very poor bsaltb.
Miss Frances Closson is the guest
Mrs. Etta Hodgkins at South Bluehill.

biape..Miller
tiurlitt
Caprtccietto.
Jumping Jack. ........Bchinalatich
Twilight

W

mer.

G. Bowden, who is employed at Berbas returned to bis work after being
at home ill for a week.
W.

nard,

Part II
Beethoven
Andante Op Si No......
Rachel Hayaea John Whitcomb
Polka Scheme.Rubinstein

Roger Higgins of Ellsspending a week with Mrs.
Higgins’ mother, Mrs. Grace Fullerton.
Barrbftt*.Nevln
Capt. David Closson returned Friday
Alice Haynes
from a trip to Northeast Harbor on bis
Bendei
Bed Riding Hood.
son's vesael, tbe ecbooner Ann C. Stuart.
Scarf Dance.Chamlnade
Mr. and Mrs. Byron W. Catlin of PortSpring Song. .Mendeleaohn
MIBB ISABEL GOULD.
land are receiving congratulations on tbe
Evelyn Osgood
Handel
Largo.
Miss Gould ha* been on the stage for birtb of a daughter, born June 23. (GmeBy the Brook
ten years, and has appeared in some of lyn Julia.)
To a Wild Rose.MacDowell
Mrs. James Murch and little daughter
the beat companies, but this is her first
t'acle Bemaa
Nevln tour of Maine, Ellsworth being one of Frances ot Millinocket, wbo have spent a
Bnona Notts.
month witb M. H. Murcb and family,have
the few towns in which she will play.
John W'hltcomb
worth

The Trumbull company numbers fourpeople, and is said to be the strongest stock organization ever seen in Maine.
Heats are now on sale at R. H. Smith’s
for “The Angelus” Thursday evening.
teen

Ksolni at Illuehlll.
There will be trotting at Mountain park,
Bluebill, on the afternoon of the Fourth.
EAST OKLAND.
Three race# are on the program. The enHarvey and Ernest Snow ware in Am- tries are as follows:
Fret-foe-All% Trot and Pace.
bent (or tbe week-end.
Tony Wilkes, Wallace Hinckley.
Mir* Jones of Brookaville ia the guest
Fred Orphan, Fred Wheeler.
of Mrs. Maria Mead.
Baby Lawrence, Lred Weecott.
Mrs. McKenzie of Sullivan has returned
Barney Wilkes, Orman Gray.
borne, after a brief visit at F. L Blake's. Duke of Wellington, H. L. Jones.
Miss Dora Dunbar is home, ber school
2.30 Class, Trot and Pace.
at North Oriand being closed
Robin Adair, Lon Witham.
Miss Alberta Dunbar has closed ber Cheerful Ben, Percy Saunders.
Blue Will Again, T. L Hinckley.
school at Bucksport, and is at home.
Burr Wilkes. H. L. Jones.
Mim Grace Gibbs left Saturday for
B. Snow.
Woods Hole, Maas., where she will attend Paul D., F.
Cabet H., F. S. Collins.
college for six weeks.
3-Jdinute Class.
Miss Streeter of New Jersey, with two
Jeffries J., Robert Robertson.
gums, is occupying ber new cottage at
E%'*line T., Harold Snow.
take Aiamooaook.
Jessie W’ilkes, Harry Leach.
I. R. Bell and wife of Portland, Conn.,
Allenmar, H. L. Jones.
are here for tbe summer.
They were ac- Mountain Maid, Fred Saunders.
companied by tbe M lasts Sarah and Gertrude Lewis of Pittsfield, Maas.
Lari the Second, W. F. Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. James DeUocber were Scrapper G., Harry Grant.
^eek-end visitor* at Tunk pond. They Black Elite, Sherman Rollins.
returned with a string of fish, among
them a five-pound salmon caught by Mrs.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
DeKocber.
Erie Cloesun has purchased an automoJoiy2.
M.
bile.
Charlotte

Sawyer

Roy

NORTH BROOK UN.

l?ory Anderson

Surry visited relatives in this community last week.
Everett Candage has accepted a position
with Owen L. Flys in Hotel Lookout, Flye
of

Point.

Gladys Young

baa gone to tbe Knox
to undergo an oper-

hospital, Rockland,

ation for appendiettia.
Je«e Staples, foreman in

*hop
Maaa., ia apeodiog a few
bomeetead.
Staple!
Oacar Nickerson, after a few days with
hi* family bare, retaroed
Monday to re>Q

a

ahoe

Hockland,

at tbe old

Allan

in

Allen

C, to

has sold

Brooklin

his

trotting horse,

parties.

Mrs. Cora Allen, who has been teaching
Wales, has returned home.

Curtis Durgain ol Bangor Bpent Sunday
with bis daughter, Mrs. Jessie Wessel.
Miss Hazel Friend, a teacber in Somerville, Mass., is at borne lor ber

summer

vacation.
H. O.

Staples ol Boston will spend

summer

with

bis

sister,

Mrs.

tbe

Dora

Uanscomb.
John Thurston is out again.

He bas

for

a

W. Holt and wife of MinneAlley and Mrs. Bertha

Charles

apolis,

Mrs. Ida

Morrison of Ellsworth, were here last
Wednesday. This is Mr. Holt’s first visit
here for twenty-tbree years.

the strength
AND ENDURANCE

where he is station agent.
Mrs. Nason
celebrated
her
recently
eighty-sixth
birthday by a party held in Pratt’s hall at
the Centre. The hall
was
prettily
decorated for the occasion, and Mrs.
Nason was the recipient of many gifts,
among them many beautiful flowers, of
which she is especially fond. Delicious
refreshments were served by Mrs. A. B.
Nason. The guests thoroughly enjoyed
the afternoon and sincerely wished their
happy hostess many more birthdays.

Wt nervous, care-worn, haggard-looking men and women in a remarkably abort time. Thia ia found
*®be the effect of the new medicinal

combination, Hood’a SaraapariUa
N Peptiron Pills, one taken before
Wfang and the other after.
.These two modi ei nee, Those great
kaa been fully eatabliahed
JvtrT*here, are made from the beat
wnnulae for the Mood and nervea,
All druggUta. Price, $1 each.
,
1w
C-T Hood Co. jiowell. Maaa,
_

bungalow.
Prof. H. E. Atherton and Ure. Atherton, of Boxbury, Maas., arrived Saturday,
tor the summer.
lira. Carroll Burrlll has opened her
cottage. Mrs. Burr Ill's slater, lira. Harry
Achorn, and children, are with her.

Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp Wood in four-foot lengths, delivered in car
lots or more at stations on lines of Bangor & Aroostook, Maine Central and
CanadianPaciflc Railroads.

Miaa Edna Donovan, wbo baa been quite
ill ol meaalea, ia out.
Joe Wood haa bia house completed and
family in last week.

moved bis

Campbell

carrier,

ia

now

Oouldsboro, mail
occupying Jobn Bridges’
of

bouse.
Mrs.

Qladya

Dixon and

visiting

her

grandmother,

busband

are

»

WEST ELLS W ORTH.
Ora

Butter

Carter has moved to Nicolin.

Eugene Higgins has purchased

a

Ford

track.

Mrs. A. V. Carter and infant son have
Massachusetts.

Mr. and Mra. Frank Driako of Columbia
Falla are spending a few days with Mra.
Driako’a parents, Mr. and Mra. O. H.
Stewart.

LAMOINE.
Cousins

of

Bangor
Hodgkins’.

is

a

guest at Capt. Charles
Mrs. C. L. Holt, who has been with
Mrs. Sbirley Holt, has gone to West
Sullivan to visit ber son, Dr. H. Q. Holt.

Joseph Hodgkins of New York is expected home to-day. He will be accompanied by Mias Angie Bartlett of
Waltbam, Mass.
Dr. T. J. king ol Boston, who underof
Watand
White
Prof. C. H.
family,
went an operation reeently, haa improved
erville, are at their cottage. Prof. White
to ootne to Lamolne. He was
the
has purchased
cottage formerly soffloiently
aeoompanied by Mrs. Clarence king.
owned by the late Ueorge A. Parcher.
H. H.
July a.
B.
July 2.

Printed At

quality Red Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchment paper, printed with especially-made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.
Best

Mrs. Flora Blair of Newtonville, Mass.,
is with Mrs. Belle Carter for the summer.

Price, including

paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.00; half-pound
“

“

1000

“

“

3.00;

size, $1.75
“

2.75

Plain printed butter paper, blank for name, pound size, 35 cents a
pound. Orders for four pounds or more sent postpaid; under four
pounds add Sc a pound for postage.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clark and son
with Oilman Parsons of Cestlne,
motored to Portland Monday, returning

Lester,

Wednesday.
At the grange June 30 there
attendance.

The

interesting program
and stories.

was a

small

CommiBBion fBtrdjantB.

presented an
songs, readings

lecturer

Cake and

of

ccffee

were

PLUMBING,

served.

Hot Water Heating, Furnace

BORN.

Work and

BELLATTY—At Woodland, June 29, to Mr
and Mra Harry M Bellatty, a daughter.
CARTER—At Bluehill, June' 26. to Mr
Mrs Everett Carter, a daughter.
DEAN—At Stonington, June 26, to Mr
Mrs Fred C Dean, a daughter,
HOOPER—At Sedgwick, June 10, to Mr
Mrs William E Hooper, a son.
OWEN—At Bluehill, June 28, to Mr and
William H Owen, a son.
SMITH—At Ellsworth, June 22, to Mr
Mrs Justus A Smith, a son.
WEBBER—At Stonington, June 27, to Mr
Mra Lawrence H Webber, a son.

and
and
and
Mrs
and
and

MARRIED.

Everett Qray of Soutb Brookaville,
wbo baa spent two weeks with relatives
here, returned to her borne Friday.
A aon was born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Bishop June 19, aad a daughter to Mr.
and Mra. Ueorge Anderson June 27.
Mra.

Paper

The American Office

arrived home from

Mra. M. J.

Lufkin.

Miss Louise

i

Address, 6 State 8treet, Bangor, Me.

[Hildreth Faustina.]

COREA.

SHADY NOOK.
Ur*. Hoffman and daughter Mignon, of
New York, are occupying the Demley

100,000 CORDS

Mrs. Jessie Higgins, who has been employed in the home of Fred L. Mason at
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth, has ret urned home.
Raymond Cunningham, a student in a
Mrs. Abiah F. Nason, one of North
Ellsworth’s smartest old ladies, is visiting medical college at Chicago, is visiting his
her son Alphonso at Bucksport Centre, parents, George Cunningham and wife.

_

INCREASES

WILL BUY

short visit.

John Clough bas sold bis place here to
Mr. Braggs of New Hampshire, wbo bas
taken possession. Mr. Clough baa moved
to Ellsworth Falls. All are sorry to loose
so good a neighbor.

surgical treatment. His nurse bas
Mra. Hattie Lufkin and her aister, Miaa
returned to Bangor.
sume bla dutie* on eteamer Camden.
Ethel Dodge, are borne from MassachuVirginia Snow ol Bluebill has been
Hant Let 2, one of tbe famoue Kneiael
where they bsve been teaching, for
lor her aunt, Mrs. Smallidge, wbo setts,
quartet, now dieeolved, spent a few daye caring
a vacation.
here last week, returning to Maaaachu- bas been quite ill ol measles.
Jasper Uray, one of the brothers who
••tta in bit automobile
Tbe children’s day concert was a sucSaturday.
the Ray store and who baa been
Tbe parts were taken exceptionally bought
cess.
Ju|y 2here repairing it, returned to bis borne in
_Xesophoo.
well. Much credit is due Miss Beulah
Soutb Brookaville Friday.
Bettel, tbeir teacber.
S.
July 2.
A. G.
July 2.
had

open at R. H, Smith’s

are

gone to Castine

Leu

Positively No Higher.
Opening Night—20c

GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY

Mr. and Mrs.

.....

on

all the Acts

of

Henry Bartlett of Outer bas rented
Oapt. F. N. Closson bouse for tbe sum-

Doria Scribner
Alia Tarantella.Mac Do we 11
By the Sea.Poaca
Marjorie Jellison

Consolation No S. Ltaxt
MacDowell
Clown.
Villtan
Valae E min.
Chopin
Rachel Hayaea
...Godard
Gavotte.
The Donnybrook Fair..*...Scott
Valae Impromptu.Lack

now

MOUTH OK THK KIVKK.

Scbmall

Neat..
Pauline Auatio

*

ANGELUS”
First Time at Low Prices

day.

Louiae Foster

Tarantella.. .Dennee
Marjorie Jalliaon
Batterflie*.Uuach

NIGHT

Big Production, NEIL TWOMEY’S Great Success

Mra. Percy E. Moore and son Frank, ot
Lajnoine are visiting Mra.
Moore’s
parents, Frank E. Cottle and wife.

There will be a public canning demonstration under tbe direction of tbe Dirigo
agricultural club on Wednesday afternoon, July 11, on tbe grounds of the
local leader, Mrs. Jellieon, beginning at 2
o'clock. All tfie ladies are urged to attend.

The Casino....-Shackley
Hiatiuc Song .Ornatein
By the Brook.
Rath Whiting
Von Oaei
Air de Bailet..

HALL, ELLSWORTH

BEAL —FORSAITH—At Ellsworth, June 29,
by Rev B H Johnson, Miss H Elizabeth
Beal to Herbert Forsaith, both of Ellsworth.
BROWN-HODGKINS-At Southwest Harbor, June 23, by Rev K C Dalzell, Miss
Marion M Brown of Southwest Harbor
to Clarence L Hodgkins of Bar Harbor.
CONDON—LADD—At Sedgwick, June 16, by
Rev Daniel W Kimball, Miss Rachel B Condon to Crosby C Ladd, both of Brooksville.
FLOYD-MARSHALL-At Dexter, June 27,
by Rev Stanley Oates Spear, Miss Marion
Elizabeth Floyd of Dexter to Elmer Stanley
Marshall of Southwest Harbor.
GORDON—OETCHELL—At Ellsworth, July
2, by Rev H W Conley, Miss Mildred Gordon of Sullivan to Charles Getchell of Ellsworth.
LITTLEFIELD—LEACH
At South Penobscot, June 80, by Rev Chester A Smith, Miss
Helen I Littlefield to Brandon P Leach,
both of Penobscot.
—

D1KU.
DUNNE —At South Brooksville, June 29,
Joseph P Dunne, aged 83 years, 5 months,
17 days.
FOSTER—At Sedgwick, June 28, Mrs Basie S
Poster, aged 88 years, 11 months, 18 days.
ROBINSON—At Ellsworth, June 28, Oliver
Robinson, aged 49 years.

SUibretianhrnUL
Oranlt*

and

^MISSION. MERCHANT
1864

rIONEST WORK: HONEST

1917

Twenty Years' Experience.

WANT YOUR
FARM PRODUCT8 EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Eggs, Live and Dressed, Poultry
Telephone 173-2.
Veal, Apples, Potatoes
Prices, Shipping Tags, Dressing, Packing
and Shipping instructions, etc., sent free
As offered to-day should Include Instruction In
all the Commercial Brancbee, Shorthand and

HENNERY EGGS
Send

Trial

Shipment.
Goldsmith-WallStockwell Co.
a

Boston.

Artistic Designs, First*class Work, Loam
Prices. Liberal discount on mall orders.
Established;! NS.

Automatio°BoolS(Mplngh'lXachlne.
^

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE

PORTLAND, BANOOR AND AUGUSTA it the
only school In New England which offers such
a course.

logue.

SfroftBflumil CstDb.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY HADE OP

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent U ulon Sale Deposit A Trust Co., of Port
and, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drag
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

DR. CHARLES B. DORON
OSTEOPATH
Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, bv Appointment, in Ellsworth on Tridays.

When the mailorder house finds

Telegraphy

a

town whose local merchants do not ad-

also taught.

Free cata-

F. L. SHAW. President.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
NAPHTHA CLEANING

Ml KMs of Liandry Work

Goods called for and delivered
to parrel post work

Special attention

H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietor*
ElUwortb. M

State Street.

...

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures
EUsworth
Estey Building,
•

Telephone 38-11
SAVE

at

EUSWIITN. MIME

PRICES

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

Address, Pearl Bldg., Bangor, Me.
Telephone 1M6M. Rea. 2128R

Water Strut

Jobbing.

^

k

Marbla

Mamorlala

H.W. DUNN’S

BOSTON

V

MONEY

I atill bare a eery tew mors salts and puts
that wen damaged by nooks and water.
If
you need a sult,come sod see me at oooe. It
prioe Is to; object to you, tt Is none to me.

RKPAIRINO
Spring Is ben.
Bring yoor shabby, dirty
domes and 1 will maketbem look like new,at
Tory reasonable pries*.

vertise, it fattens its catalogue mail**)
DAVID FRIEND
list
Main Street,
EUsworth

FBI BB M IK ltd
in aii) i iuysas
Every Move Up to Time of Departnre Wu Marked by
die Utmost Secrecy
[following

narrative was

trrfffcn

departure of the first
large force of American infantrymen
for France and has been held under voluntary censorship pending announcement of their safe arrival 4* France.J
■f He time of II:

c

Atlantic Port.-. I917.-In
tbe cold, lie fore dawn sea flrlszle they stole away tills morning. A fleet of great transixirts. bearing tbe flower of America's "boys in
blue to Join General Pershing at tbe
French front, slipped silently from
their docks uud disappeared seaward.
Offshore a great convoy of battleship*
and destroyers waited In the darkness
to bear them company In the long trip
across tbe Atlantic to foreign shores.
Aboard, crammed In every comer,
under hatches. In close hang hammocks
above decks, were the soldiers comprising many regiments. Reports show
that units came from every quarter of
tbe Vnited States. All are sunburned,
seasoned regulars—picked men—not s
single rookie In tbe ranks, and veterans of Mexican campaigns.
Men clung from decks and rigging
Eke a swarm of khaki clad flies. Sailers and marines took the black gangways on the run In the urgent business of casting off.
Field guns lay In
the bolds; aeroplanes were packed on
upper decks: automobiles and motortrucks formed another item; somewhere tieneath hatches a great consignment of coffins completed the list
The president Las ordained that American dead shall be brought home ten-

AX

No One In the Port From Which
They Sailed Was Aware
•* Actual Departure
Then would rise a great shout of rejoicing from the favored company. Occupanta of other cars would rush ont
to bid friends "goodby until we meet
In France." All along the line the excitement spread like a ripple, with the
question. “Do we go too?"
As the train moved out other cars
carried along the cheer.
In this city
crowds
beneath
collected
bridges
greeted the soldiers with cheers and
For aeven days the city
waving flags
never became so blase aa to omit this
ceremony. .And from the car windows
the soldiers replied In kind.
It was something like this: Streets
are filled with small knots of persons
talking seriously under friendly lampposts—for residents had begun to know
what took place about them.
Down
a side street, crossed half a block array
by overhead tracks, comes a about. A
train loaded with troops flies by.
(a-

spirits pose perceptibly. The port commander. a gray hatred, eliigient American, ordered them put through shore
He said to the reporter:
are wonderful boys, the finest
After all
lot of mcu in the world.
these days of travel they are still as
full of spirit as at the start.
They
are Just a lot of healthy young animals, splendidly anxious for the great
adventure, and tieueath it all the heart
of a man
“We cannot tell you what goes on
behind the walla of these piers. We're
But wc don't
all good Americans.
want to see these boys blown up.
X-ong after this expedition has gone,
perhaps, you may «i*eak. It's terribly
hard. The army appreciates what it
meant to you and your profession. The
life of a nrtrsp>aper man Is to give the
public what It wants to know, which
is Just wSiat the Herman wants to
know. We must keep onr information
from him and secure his own at any
sacrifice.
“You must not print what you hare
seen.
It would mean death to the
men on those ships.
It Is the greatest patriotic service that any newspaper can render.”
The furore ashore was as nothing
compared with the activities of the
warships without the harbor. The
great problem was to watch for mines,
for. while a submarine attack was a
possibility, the strewing of mines in
the channel narrowed down to a distinct proliablllty.
From sunrise to sunset, therefore,
the waters were combed by large and
A careful watch was set
small
drills.

"They

AbbmichnmU

ships.
The sound reached back to the piers.
As if struck over the head a vast army
of stevedores and commissariat troops
dropped to the nearest corner in a dead
sleep from a thirty hour stretch of
Inal preparations Blackened mechanics snored in sweaty Jeans. Drowsy
officers staggered into waiting automobiles.
It is days since romance and mystery and the war came to the point ol
embarkation.
In those days troop
trains began to pour Into the railroad
Tarda Men In khaki swarmed over
the town.
Who they were and where bound
,
Coaid not be learned. Vast crowd* ol
townspeople collected where the new
trainloads arrived dally. In the yard*
a few of the hoys pitched tents and
settled down to a comfortable camp
life.
Lets fortunate regiments spent
from seven to ten days in the railroad
vardi.

Vo Fires In the Tarda
For six days tbe soldiers lay abool
tbe sweltering cars, playing cards 01
lying on tbe aisle floor. Negro portert
to tbe occasion by organizing I
minstrel band with guitars and ban
Jos A certain southern regiment re
warded this company as their privati
property, but generously lent tbe serv
ices of “Pullman Pete" Soggerty an*
Ala “black banjo band" to other troop*
I At night tbe men descended fron
jibe can to ait about tbe cinder patche i
between tbe tracks. No Oreo my b t
boot in tbe yards. Nevertheless
«rery fair imitation of a camp Are wa i
made by placing a score of oil lamp i
>
together. About this the troopen as
UnA sang and wrote letters
order to move generally cami ,
fct sight, with twenty mlnutee’ 'nodes

Ipbe

_^__

h£

___^

for the housewife to get up

need
BUT
breakfast time
no

a

an

hour before

(ire—touch
match to the New Perfection Oil Cook Stove and the
to coax

along

a

sluggish

j

cooking begins.
The Long Blue Chimney gives perfect
No smoke, no soot, no ashes.
combustion. All the heat you want, ichcn you want it. You can see
where the flame is set and there it stays.
New Perfection Oil Cook Stoves
fortable today.

are

making

2,500,000 kitchens

i

com-

The New Perfection Kerosene Water Heater (im abundant hot water for laundry,
kitchen or bath at low cost. Aak your hard ware or bouaefurniahtng ttore for deacrlpUre booklet.
i
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Names Painted Out.

The last transport—names were carefully painted out and lines disguised
by false rigging—Joined the procession.
For a moment her outlines were clear
against the pall of light and smoke
that hung above the piers as over the
Then
mouth of some titan furnace.
she became an indistinct mass in the
shadows of midstream.
Propellers thrashed with rhythmic
Joy, the thrill that every ship most
feel after three weary years of river
tides and chafing docks and war saddened sailors or a longer period of prosaic commerce. Now It 1} the sea, the
open sea. with winds and cold, cold
waves and perhaps a ma t fl'ght from
a C boat
The foremojk-of the fleet
passing out to sea forgot her stealthy
role. Suddenly she raised her voice in
a great, hoarse, throaty roar.
The brazen note died away, echoed
back from some distant skyscraper,
tovaded the rooms of sleeping millions
—sleeping while the army called a last
So did the
farewell—and vanished.

Soso

kcSMiipenied

S*2

AN EARLY BREAKFAST

So warning sign* betrayed the departure to sinister watchers. Choetly
tugs dashed In from die navy yard.
Flying Dutchmen cutters, loaded with
spectral guards, appeared from nowhere and as inexplicably vanished
Bed flare lights tnaAe the waters about
the piers a charmed circle in which
magical craft were seen for a passing
moment.
A searchlight flickered, a
hawser splashed, and the ships were
gone.
One by one they fell in line in midchannel. while protecting boats circled
about like excited terriers. Only one
ionely green lamp in the masthead of
each ship betrayed her presence. Fog
tinted war paint blended w.th river
and night sky.
Here a signal light
flashed intermittently; there a snatch
at subdued song was beard across the
summer waters from a crowded deck,
a plaintive farewell to the homeland.

■

Mi-s Martha Q. Kntgbt arrived
hy
anmlf niece, Manam Davis of Port
Oyd,
June30.

D. W. Torrey, Jr., who attend* school in

beys.

D.~Eaton~irZ

Winfred Stoddard and
family, ,r,lvwl
last week from Ella worth, to apend ih.
^
lh*
summer at tbeir borne bare.

Mrs. Edwin Power* and children of
Little Deer Ule are visiting here.

derly.

Ships*

(ted bto daughter, Mr*. F.
day and Haturday.

REACH.
S. O. Pom of Auboro tailed oo friend*
her* Tn**d*y.
Mr*. E. W. Pickering of Oar late visited friend* here Thnndsy.

Photos © 1*17. New York World.
GENERAL PELLETIER OF THE FRENCH ARMY, WHO HAS LOST AN
ARM, AND GENERAL PERSHING (TOP), AND PERSHING REVIEWING GUARD OF MARINE FUSILIERS, DRAWN UP IN HIS HONOR
AT HIS PORT O* ARRIVAL (BELOW).

pedestrian, shopkeeper for suspicious vessels. Several schoqpand loafer-Is on the street cheering. ers. It was said, were stopped and
The train vanishes, and the people, searched.
The open sea was patrolled by delmmnred by a week's experience, settle
At the dock*
down to normal again—till the next stroyers night and day.
themselves barges were made fast
*
load passes.
the pier beads to prevent entry
Meanwhile the waterfront became across
and obstruct the view, and these
s
great military arsenal.
Secrecy
shrouded every movement of the troops barges were patrolled by sentries,
and ships. Sentries stood at every al- while spotlights played on the nearby
waters.
Even the air was watched
ley with fixed bayonets.
for hostile aeroplanes which might imAcross from the shipyards mysteripede the expeditionary forces. Searchous activities were noted In blacksmith
flickered Into the clouds every
shops and machine plants At night lights
light poured forth and anvils rang. few moments.
On a certain night the city went to
Presently great iron frames covered
bed disgustedly.
The populace bad
with canvas were dragged forth and
waited a week to see the boats go out
sent to the docks.
The piers themselves were scenes of and were assured that another week
haste, confusion, bustling thousands mutt elapse before the departure. Anxshouted orders, chaos and an appalling luua girts, crowding about the yard
gates, were told that next week would
clamor.
Smcie Issued from the funbe time enough to wave a handkernels of vessels
Hordes of painters
coated the hulls with blue-gray war chief from a ferryboat to some one on
paint. From these yards a cloud of an outgoing liner.
Before dawn that morning a single
smoke ascended by day, and by night
bugle sounded. Electric gongs clanga pillar of fire.
Residents found themselves living ed about the docks Sleeping sold ten
within military boundaries, to pass on the transports' decks suddenly woks
to bear the “cast off" orders shouted
which meant arrest Troops marched
Before the sleep Was out of their eyes
down residential streets singing, to
disappear through the yard gates Of- they were la midstream. No confnsloi
ficers In military can dashed past at about that end of the expedition.
Not even residents within a block ol
breakneck speed, duns, clattering over
cobblestones, awakened sleepen at the piers know of the departure. Only
perhaps, the girl who had waited al
midnight
the yard gates woke to hear the final
In time the men wen aboard the
-whistle blast and gueased Its portent
With them they brought
transports.
Next day an Inspection of railroad
quantities of animal mascots On* ref.
yards, streets, sites and docks disclosed
iment purchased at conaidanbte exnot a trace of the army which had
pease from a gypsy peddler a remark.
The remainder of thi
able blue turtle, “Ilie blue later proved been there.
to be enamel, whereat tba offending troops ashore had been rushed aboard
in the night
Headquarters at ths
mascot was discarded.

stantly every

Aa the troope found thamaalvw ac-

tually

quartered

aboerd

thefe skip

piers

was

deserted. Urn expeditionary

force was msrety a memory.
•

War Orders Rushed
of the

in which

great
magnitude
THE
necessitated unusual preparation.

engaged,
Mighty forces are marshalling, great stores of food and munitions are being gathered,
and the energies of the nation are focused on problems incident
to the

war

we are now

war.

At the very beginning of the war, the whole Bell System was
placed at the disposal of the Government. No nation has entered
the war with such a comprehensive and efficient telephone Service.
As our military establishment grows, the demands of the
Government upon the Bell System are bound to increase and
always they must take precedence over all others.
Increased activity in commerce and industry as the result of
larger demands for food and munitions from our allies and for our
own use, means more need of telephone service by private business.
But private business must always be subordinated to
the Government service.
Each individual American will co-operate in this patriotic
service, and submit cheerfully to inconvenience or delay in his
telephone service, when he understands how vital it is that
Government service shall take precedence over all else.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
C. C.

CUTTING, Manager.
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STATS OF MAINS.

or

Million

Mia.

Twenty-nine

Artlelea of Clothing.
Regular articles of clothing are twenty-nine in number. These are figured
on Initial requirements and upkeep for
the first nine months. Here are a few
of the items: Belts. 2.000,000; coats,

BUYS 343 UIFFEREBT ITEMS

STATS or MAINS.
Dm tel*. Mb., Sept, t, ItlC.
Bascock m
Subscribed bb4 swornit© before me.
Paacr T. CuiiBi
Public.
(L. 8 )
Coewrr

i

B82 Ouuid
East. Toaoino.
""F°r *wo year*. I wu a victim of
Acute Indirection and Ciaa In The
Btomach. It afterwards •ttaektd
my
Hurt and I had pains all over
my body, There Are Forty-nine Different FurM that I could
hardly move around.
ehaeee on Notion List and Twenty1 tried all kinds of Medicine but
none
nine Artleloe of Clothing -■Quality of
of them did me any good. At
fast, I
Everything le Tested by Eaperts and
decided to try "Frult-a-tives”. I
Must Come Up to Standard.
bought the first bos last June, and
bow I am well,
Supplies for a million men—a year’s
•fttr using only thru
texts. I recommend Fruit-a-tives" needs of everything from beef to show
to anyone suffering Cram Indigestion”. strings and from cots to candy—Is a
measure of the task which QuarterFRED J. CAVEEH.
toe. a box, 6 for *240, trial aise, toe. master General Sbarpe’a office baa tat
At all dealers or seat postpaid
by Fruit. providing for America’s new armlsffc
•Ahwa Limited, Ogdenaburg, N.Y.
says a war department statement
Nearly 200,000 tone of freah beef
ltpilfauM.
(SOT,038,240 pounds) Is one Item, and
besides that there Is canned corned and
notice or roRicuMuiK.
Norton off Tremoat, canned roast beef, totaling nearly
"XX^HBRBAB Andrew
noonty off Hancock and the state 8,000,000 pounds more, without includoff▼J.,1®
Maine (unman led, by hla mortgage deed
ing the canned corned beef hash, also
tatbe

3JTb.tw.«n

■

Inc For

TMs Dangerous CondHlon

S
El™
JET hi,
Hion.hlr

thl.

staffs, but Including also shaving mugs,
pencils, pins, pens, shoe polish, letter
I<aper (22.320 quires), 48.300 pipes, 22,320 razors, toilet si tides (among which
are 148.800 cans of ialcum powder and
3,720 bottles of toilet water), 11,160
spools of thread, etc.
The foodstuffs in the sale list Include
canned mushrooms, a variety of canned fruits, vegetables, fish and meats,
pickles, maple sirup, ginger ale, sauces,
sausage, 305,000 pints of effervescent
water, etc..

Quartermaster General Proild-

•Fitt+lhU" StM Rdiend

«Sdi“fi
““J",
XJlSl
"fffinoat
““VnTVlw.y. MmfhWmi
EJmW
JStloo.1.
SSS,
JSIrt ,o,7
Taitfr
E.th.d.l.

,Jrth.

BUYING SUPPLIES
BADLY IS A GREAT TASK

AFFECTED

J SlSmcbamttb

*pjud*»» "5m
4- ’"*•

uim»

r HAIM*

Haucoci as.
Sopbbmb Judicial Coobt.
Losixa O. Toma

Cbablsb M. Term.
Xotbe Bonoreble Arao W. King, Justice of
•eid court. Xa vacation:
Sow cornea tbe piaialiff, bp P. T. Clarke,
ker attorney of record to the above entitled
action, end says.
That tbia action was began bf writ of attachment containing n libel for divorce and
m duly entered la tbe supreme judicial
court for said county, oa tbe second Tuesday
of October, a. d. llll; at wbica term motion
for order of service on said defendant was

registry of deeds for said Hancock
June k. lilt, la book 313. page 470;
**• undersigned, John A.
••■*•*•* *°
Smith, off Brewer. In the eounty off Penobscot
and aaid State off Maine, certain real estate
situated In aaid Tremont Jn said mortgage

among the Items.
All told 343 different Items ot supplies appear In the quartermaster general's list of rations for issue and sale
of clothing and of equipage. The figures given here are on the basis of supplying soldiers located In the United
States, so give no help In computing
additional needs of this country resulting from military participation In
tbe war.

county,

deed described as fol.owa: "A certain lotor
parcel of land, with the building thereon,
situated la aald Tremont and deacrl bed aa
follows, to wit: —Beginning at a point in the
northerly line off the road leading from West
Tremont to Baea Harbor at the southwesterly
corner off land now owned or
oocnpled by
had.!
John
Reed; thence rnnning along said road
That for soma unavoidable reason service
westerly to land now owned or occupied by A.
vs* not bad oa said defendant under said
A.
thence
order of notice.
Lopna;
northeaatetly along said
Tbsi tbs whereabouts or residence of tbe Lopna' land to a point in line of laud off aaid
mid defendant was at tbe time set forth in John Reed; thence southeasterly along aaid
Jobo
Reed's
line
to
the
point began at. Oon•aid libel, and Is still to tbs plaintiff unFeHy-nin* Items on Ration List.
tainitg about seven and one-halff acres.
known.
Wherefore she prays that ibis motion for Meaning and intending to convey to aaid
rations of Uncle Sam's solRegular
Smith
the
same
a
premiaea.
triangular piece
see order of Service may be allowed, that said
items.
defendant may be notified of tbe pendency of off land, ffotmerly owned by mv mother. Emily diers call for a list of
J.
and
Norton,
descended
to
me
as
having
one
this suit.
| off the
heirs-at* law aud by deed of my brother, In it are over 20,000,000 pounds of cofLobiaa O. Tuttl*.
! Daniel E. Norton, to me. which deed la yet to fee, four kinds of tea and over 25,000
By P. T. Clarke.
be recorded. And being the same
premises
tons of granulated sugar, over 860,000
STATE OP MAINS.
; formerly owned by ay grandmother, Sarah E.
Walla, and the Same deeded to my mother,
Babcock as.
June 30.1917.
Emily J. Norton, by the said.Sarah E. Walla, gallons of cucumber pickles, over
Personally appeared tbe above named P. T. to which deeds reference may be had for a 380.000 cans of black
pepper and cinClarke and mads oath to tbe truth of tbe more particular description."
And whereas
above motion by him subscribed.)
the condition of said mortgage has been and namon, cloves, ginger and nutmeg, toPaso A. Tonnnv, (L. 8.)
Is now broken, now, therefore, by reason of
taling 372.000 cans: over 480,700,000
the breach of the aaid condition of said mortNotary Public.
Jane 25. 1917,
pounds of potatoes, over 55,200,000
gage, t. the said John A
Mmitb. the own*
Let order be given as prayed for.
and holder of aald mongage ai d the debt
pounds of onions, over 300,000,000
A. W. Kixo.
thereby secured, claim a foreclosure of said
Justice 8. J. C.
mortgage and upon ail the property therein I>ounds of flour, besides hard bread;
**
druenbed
conveyed.
1,01X1,000 gallons of cane sirup;
STATE UP MAINE.
Dated tbit nineteenth day of June, a. d. 1917. nearly
lemon and vanilla flavoring extracts:
John A. Smith.
Babcock as.
Supsbm* Judicial Co cat.
Hale A Hamlin. Attys.
is Vacation.
over .8200,ooo pounds of lard, and over
for said John A. Smith.
Ellsworth. June A A. I>. !»17.
7.300.000 pounds of butter; canned and
lib*., ordered: That the
Upon the foregoing
dried flsh, canned vegetables, evapolibeiantgive notice to tbe Mid libelee to apall persons interested in either of the esTo
the
of
our
pear before
justice
supreme
rated apples and peaches, etc.
tate* hereinafter named:
judicial court, to be hidden at Ellsworth.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
w;lhm and for the county of Hand els, on the
The variety of fare possible in regufor the county of Hancock, on the ninesecond Tuesday of October, n. d 1917. by
lar rations is increased by a list of
teenth day off June, in the year of oar Lord
pablivhittK *u attested copy tf said libel and
one thousand nine hundred and seventeen,
IhiAor.Jrr he iron, three werS« successively
items for sale to soldiers at cost. The
and by adjournment from the fifth day of
e
in
i.iiBworth American, a newspaper
sale list totals 103 items, largely foodJune a. d. I9i7.
prtuud in Ellsworth. In our county of Haricot k. tii* last publication to be
siaty days at M'HE fo'lowing mattersharing been prejean prior to the »econd Tuesday of October
sesued for the action thereupon herein1
erst, that he may there and theo tu our said
aiter indicated, it is hereby ordered:
Tha,
court appear an
answer to said libel.
notice thereof be given to a 1 persons interA ami W. Kt*u.
ested. by causing a copy off this order to be
Jus« ice of the 8up. Jud. Court.
published three week* successively in the
A true copy of the libel and order of court
Ellsworth American, a tu-wspap-r published
thereon.
at Ellsworth, tu said county, that they may
Attest:-T. P. Mahohsv, Clerk.
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. on the tenth day of July, a. d.
NtJTIC* «»r H»hK( LOk| KK.
1917. at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
'llTIiBRE. 8 Edward H. Condon of Htoning- be heard thereon if they see cause.
WUIord B. Jordan, late of Waltham, in
ff
oJ
Hancock *uU state of
said couuty, deceased
A certain instrument
M me, by hi
ui »rtgage deed
dated the thirpurporting to r>e the last will and testament
tieth
a» of
VI arch. 1*17, and recorded in the
H ne< ck re* leery of deeds, bunk *•>*. page 4*>. of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof and for the appointment of
conV'-yerJ to the iate Joseph S- ( lark of Vinalthe executrix, without living bond, preharen tu'ji jj f Knox and state aforesaid, a
sented • y Isabelle A. Jordan, the executrix
certain p reel of land together with the bnildtherein
named.
lag brrenn a-tnated m Htoniegton in the
Newell G. Hardison ls?e of Kastbrook, in
«»’
H
«x;h amt -State aforesaid, sa.d
Pe tition that Percy
county, d. ceased.
r?i
?
d
>«*». fun“4 %* loilows
Hrgia- T. Clarke, or some other suitable person,
be
» I
e,|*%, * n % rock at the northeastappointed mlmiuitt u»fr>r or the estate of said ;
*' v
-■■■■’••
•’*
«»
owned and occupied by
deceased. presented by Percy T. Clarke, a
r, .c
*•.'
easterly by the soil*, n creditor Of aa d deceased.
iv
b> thirty (SC; feet to a holt
Jeremiah T. Giies. late of Ellsworth, in
In-i
k
en_
tsneriy id the salt water said
Mrs. aud final accounty, deceased.
®! l)i
»>
thence
.r«j ighlarc so-called
count oi Julia A. til es, executrix, filed for
**
I
y * nd the rooghlare to land of me settlement
*
-it. thence northerly hr the
Margaret Condit. ia.e of Albauy, New York,
%*ul <*o v’
.»;vi
place of beginning, ft be- deceased. First and final account of,Lewis R.
iug a j»»it o
tie
autv lot conveyed to Asa O.
Parker, executor, filed for settlement.
.•
u-u W. iiarboar, John P.
Cand>g« st
EMxa Greene Duane Gardiner, late off the
ttarrpuur ana t'«<* »e k. Tnurlow, ny deed
county and state of New York, deceased.
dated w»ic
li, sub, recowlcd in Hancock city,
First and final account of Meth Sprague Terry
regia., y Wf d. v s. book 430. page 190, and con- and Lewis-K
Parker, executors, filed for setie»ed by said
sod*«e to Ro e U- Condon of tlement.
salu si magtoo
by tired dated July 24, !»U«.
William Croewell Doane. late of Albany,
recorded u dancuck registry of deeds, book
4s2. page 216 and being the same aa conveyed New York, deceased. First and final account
filed for settleby the said li>*e V Condon to the grantor by of Lewi* R. Parker, executor,
deed dated March 11. 1907. recorded in Han- ment.
B.
CLARK, Judge off
C*. Ck registry of deeds, book 438. page *33. Witness. BERTRAND
said Court at Ellsworth, this nineteenth
>o». tti* refore, by reason of the breach of
in
the
off our Lord one
the condition thereof 1. in the
of
June,
day
year
as
capacity
thousand nine hundred and seventeen.
execut-lx of the estate of the late Joseph
Roy C. Usinks. Register.
Clark, claim foreclosure of said mortgage.
A true copy.
Euoa.sia U. ..lass. Executrix.
Attest: —Rot C. Hainbs, Register.
estate of Joseph f4. Clark.
Dated at Vinalbaveu, Maine, thisJuih day
-«-of June. 1917.
Frank D. LeSingwell of
rpHB subscriber.
X Upper Montclair. New Jersey, hereby
give* notice that he has beeu duly appointed
NOTICE or rOKEd.O,(.'KK.
executor of the last will and testament of
Dennis C- Reynolds and Rael j
W
Clark, of Bllaworth. Hancock i CAROLINE S. LEFFINGWELL, late of |
county, Maine, by their mot tgage deed oated j
MONTCLAIR,
the 23«d day of June. 1907. and recorded In the )
in the county of Easex, State off New Jersey,
Jegisirj of deeds for Hancock county, book
no
bonds
deceased,
being required by the
*44. page 4i7, conveyed to Alexander C.
resiHagerthy of Klleworth. in eaid county, a cer- terms of said will. Said executor being
Maine, has apUlQ parcel of real estate, situated in Ells- dent out of the State off
Deasy of Eden, Hancock
wor'h, aforesaid, bounded and deserfbei aa pointed Lucre B.
address Is
follows, to wit: Beginning at the southeast county, Mail e, whose pTstoffice
Maine, as
Harbor.
corner of n lot of land owned by Joseph M Maiu street. Bar
for
the
bis
agent
purposes specified in revised
Jordan; thence weet three degrees north, in
(be division line between eaid Jordan and I statutes of l9U3.chap.ee, sec. 43, as amended
All persons
of 19l>, chap. 42.
laws
by
Jsnd formerly owned
public
by Samuel Macomoer j having demands agaiust the estate of said
one hundred
twenty-eight roll to the north- | deceased are desired to pr« sect tne same for
cast corner of land
owned
George
by
formerly
settlement, aud all indebted thereto are reG- York; thence eouth three
degree# west to
to make payment immediately
**• nortlsnva side line of the lot where Zacba} quested
Frank P. lkffino wbll.
June 14. 1917.
nth
three
thence

forty-nine

_

cotton. 2,400.000; coats, woolen, 1,270,000; service hats, 1325,000; shoe laces,
7300,000; overcoats, 1,675,000.
Equipage Includes ninety articles.
Among them are 130,500 axes. 3.400,000 blankets. 23.000 bugles. 1.900.000
cots, 1,440,250 tents of seven kinds,
over 1.000.000 gross of bnttons. 39.000.000 yards of cotton cloth, etc.
Estimating quantities needed is only
a step In the task of supplying an
army. Things must be bought—quality tested, contracts made, prices determined, delivery—and then come the
problems of transportation, storage and
distribution.
This shows a part of the country’s
great war work, on which thousands
of people are daily working “to make
the world safe for democracy.”

GREAT CROPS PREDICTED.
Heed of Reclamation Bureau Sees Record* In All but Wheat.
C. J. Blanchard, chief statistician of
the government's land reclamation bureau In Chicago, after making a tour
of the west and surveying the prospect
for this year’s food output from reclamation of farms, said:
“We have a whale of a crop coming
up out there—the greatest In the nation's history.”
Mr. Blanchard visited Colorado, New
Mexico, Texas, Utah, Idaho, Nebraska
and South Dakota.
The one gloomy
ontlook Is the lack of farm labor, be
said. "The boys on the farms, imbued
with thnt truly patriotic duty, have
left tbe plows for the army and navy,”
he added.
"Many sons of farmers enlisted.
What the government should do Is to
recruit an army of 500,000 for farm
work and start at the harvest time In
the south. Then ns they complete their
work and as the weather grows warmer up north move the army gradually
to the northern states.”
Statistics assembled by Mr. BlanchI srd show that last year s yield from
| reclamation farms represented a total
i value of *33,000,000. At least $0,000.000 will be added to the valuation this
year, he believes. The gross return an

j

last yeiti* was $39. lint this year,
be says, it will be more than $40. Tbe
acre

Increase of acreage
acres, be said.

will

be

COUNTY

NEWS

150,000

END THE WAR ByTuLIHG 4
THE AIR, SAYS WRI6HT
Famous Aviator and Inventor Indorses the Program of Aircraft Production Board.

DEER ISLE.
Mr«. Julia Grow opened her cafe in tb<
Groes block Monday, lor the summer.
Mr».

ing

Grace Smell end children ere visitmother, Mrs. Mary Pickering.

her

William

Burns and wile of Atlantia
gueata ol A. O. Gross recently.
Very lew summer people have arrived
yet, ana the hotels expert few applications
were

the

for board.

tba
Hugh D. Foster, principal of
academy at Newport, is spending hie
vacation at home.

When Orville and WUbor Wright
built and flew the first man carrying
flying machine they believed they were
making wars Impossible. Now. with
tbe greatest war In bistory at. a deadlock because of the equality of aerial
equipment, a great Increase In the allied aerial forces Is t'.ie one way to end
It. Orville Wright asserts. In Indorsing the program of the aircraft production board Mr. Wright declares
that “If the allies' armies are equipped
with such s number of airplanes as
to keep the enemy planes entirely back
of tbe line, so that they are unable to
direct gunfire or to observe the movement of the allied troops. It will be
possible to end tbe war."
"When my brother and I built and
flew the first man carrying machine."
said Mr. Wright, “we thought that we
were Introducing Into the world an
Invention which would make further
wars practically Impossible. Nevertheless the world finds itself in the greatest war In history.
Neither side has
been able to win on account of tbe part
the airplane has played.
Both aides
know exactly what the other la doing.
Tbe two sides are apparently nearly
equal In aerial equipment, and unless
present conditions can be changed tbe
war will continue for years.
"However, If the allies’ armies are
equipped with such a number of airplanes as to keep the enemy planes entirely back of tbe line, so that they
are unable to direct gunfire or to observe tbe movement of tbe allied
troops—In other words. If tbe enemy's
eyes can be put out—it will be possible
to end tbe war. This Is not taking Into
account what might be done by bombing Germtvn sources of munition supplies, such as Essen, which is only
about 150 miles behind the fighting
lines. But to end the war quickly and
cheaply the supremacy In the air must
be so complete as to entirely blind tlie

Robert Haskell, who has been in the
South during tho winter, has arrived
home with a new touring oar, to spend a
month with hi* parents.
Mias Clermont Kncwlton, a former
teacher in the town and for the peat year
at
Ellawcrth Falla, has accepted a
position in a school in Massachusetts.

Sylvan ns Haskell, Urn officer on a large
ateamship running between New York
and Argentiua, is spending a few week*
with relative* here, after an absence of
two

yean.
Dr. H. W. Small, wife, Mr*. Edith
Staple* and Mr. and Mr*. E. B. Cook took
an automobile trip to
Bangor Friday.
Mr. Cook will taka a teacher’* course in
tbe University of Mein* before entering
on his dative at professor of chemistry
in Deering high school.
Harbor View ohapter, O. E. S observed
lie tenth anniversary on Wednesday
evening. A Urge number of members
and visitors was present.
Tna degrees
were

conferred

on ous

candidate.

An

elaborate program was tinely carried out.
Tbere was a reception to tbe pist matrons
and past patrons. A due banquet was
served, tbe banquet hall being beautifully
decorated.

July 2.
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A FINE COMPLEXION
MO k FAIR SHI

generally indicate good health, good fi*
gestion and right living. Every womaa

to keep free from wrinkles, to resmooth, fair skin, clear eyes, and
the natural color of health, and to a considerable degree, it is possible to do MX
If you live simply, breathe deeply, get
enough sleep, exercise enough, and above
all things, keep your digestive apparatus
working properly, you are likely to fed
and to Took younger, stronger and better
in every way.
If you are troubled with indigestion
constipation, or biliousness, “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine will help to set yotf
right, to overcome your ailments, and to
restore the glow of good health, together
with the fresh, clear complexion which
belongs to everyone in health. Large
bottle, 35 cents, at your dealer’s. Sample free from us. “L. F,“ MEDICINE CO*
wants
tain a

enemy.
“The program laid down by the aircraft production board, if carried out,
will obtain this result. The business
organization and manufacturing equipment of our country offer the facilities
for carrying out this program, and I
believe that by no other method can
tbe war be ended with so little loss of
life and property.”
,x Portland, Maine,
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It is because every gallon of
SOCONY Motor Gasoline is like

every other gallon, no matter
where you buy it, that SOCONY
runs a motor so much more

WHERKArt.

Jordan formerly lived;

?5*r*ee
**ld

east

!

south in the division line between the !

Zaohariah Jordan and Samuel Wacomher one
hundred twenty-eight rods to the
northeast corner of the snid Jordan lot;

<

north three degrees eaat to the piace
or
beginning sixty-three rods and c/>ntaiiiiiiK
nfty acres more or less. Also a road on the
side of the George G\ York lot one rod
wide to the town ro-ud. Reserving four acres*
or leee, from the aforesaid lot deeded to
jnore
Lester E. SmitE In 18*9 or 1890; aud whereas
“• *n*d
Bagerthy has this day assigned the
•*ld Mortgage and the notes, debt and claim
thereby secured, to me, the undersigned; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reaaon of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of eaid mortgage and give this notice
lo, tb»l purpose,
Adelbbbt H. Parma.
Ellsworth. Maine. June 11,1917.

;

NOTH* or rOKKCLOSUKB.
(Hear h. Guptii, of eiuworth, in the county of Hancock and
state of Maine,
by bis mortg agt deed dated
•l*th day of Jslj, a. D. tOOfc, and recorded
*■
registry of deeds for Hancock county,
al
Ellsworth, Maine, in boos 461, page 264.
•onveyed to Henry J. Milhken, who after
wards conveyed to the nodersigned. a certain
of real estate, situated In Ellsworth, in
toe
county of Hancock, and bound a* follow*:
On iMb north
by land formerly off Irvins Hall;
on the cast
by land of Henry Carter and Alden
V Carter; on
the south by the Mill Stream,
•o-called, and on tbs west by land of f»*oifce
ynnntnghaa
Meaning and intending to
convey my homestead feim upon which now
* *nd whereas tbs condition of said roortIMS has bees broken, now, therefore, by
of the breach of the condition thereof
1 ofnim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
W. F. CUDTB.
By P. L. Aiken, his attorney
^
June 22,
a. d. wit.

j
j
j

;

and

hereby gives no ice that
duly appointed administra-

Say

subscriber

she has
THE
of the
iris

been

of
LOUISA B. SWAZEY. late of BUCK8PORT,
of
Hancock, deceased, and
in the county
All lesriven bonds as the law directs.
ions
having demands against the estate
>f said deceased arc desired to present the
iame for settlement, and all indebted theieio
ire requested to make payuieut tmirt.iiatel>.
Augusta 8. Osanuraa.
June 14. 1917.
c. t. a.

Whereas.

I

pa'<el

1[••■on

sulacrtber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executrix
will and testament off
off ELLSGEORGE A. PARC HER, late
WORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, first being excused from giving bonds as expressed
in terms of said will. Ail peraous having demands against the estate of said deceased
for
same
to
desired
ire
pie*eut the
leitleuieni, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Lfcv H. Parcbbb.
June 14,1917.

THE
of the last
she

®J5'n

estate

ALTKK

NOTICE.

contracted with the Oity of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
nay need assistance daring five years begiuling Jan. 1. 1915. and are legal residents of

HAVING

BUswortb. I forbid all persons trusting them
>n my account, at there la plenty of room and
accommodations to cure for them at the City
Authcu B. Mitch mix.
Farm house.

;
f

efficiently than the best of unidentified gasolines. A carburetor once adjusted to SOCONY
is adjusted for keeps.

The merchant who docs nof adrertiee in
dull Beacon mahec it more profitable fir
1 koee who do adoertiee.
(r

You will find

gives

more

that SOCONY

miles

to

the

gallon

power to the mile.
So-CO-ny and look for the
more

Red, White and Blue sign.
Standard Oil Co. of New York

The

Sign of a Reliable Dealer
and the World’s Best Gasoline
DEALERS WHO SELL
SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

i

C. L.

Morang,»"
Silvy & Hagerthy,

E'1

H. F. Wescott,.
J. B. Bettel,

Austin1 Chatto,
C.fF. Wescott',
I. E.

Ellsworth
“

Bluehill
“

Jr.

Stanley,

F. L. Mason,
A. R. Conary,
F. L. Greene,
Daniel McKay,
R. E. Rankin,
H. W. Johnson,
G. W. Colwell & Co.
H. L. Smith,
H. H. Hopkins,

“

“

So.Bluehill
E.'Bluehill

Surry
Franklin
Hancock
So. Hancock
Lamoine
Trenton

I-o
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r
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CANADA’S CARE
OF WARORPHANS

Women of Nation Must Help In
Conserving Our Food Supply
Herbert C. Hoover Makes Appeal to Avoid All Waste and
Co-operate In Every Possible
Manner.
■>*>

the serious business of waging
war three big men have appeared
above the horizon In the United
States, and upon their shoulders will

IN

responsibilities.

rest vast

Bernard M.

Baruch of New York Is going to have
charge of all purchases, whether for
our allies or on behalf of this country.
Either William Denman or Major General George W. Goethals will have complete authority to bcild ships and direct their oi*erat!ons when completed.
But more Important than either of
these two tasks la that of preserving
this nation’s food supply so that there
will be a sufficiency here as well as
enough left over to supply our allies
and then, should there be a surplus,
the neutral nations of war stricken
Europe.
Herbert 0. Hoover, who under his
authority as food administrator will
receive vast power over the consumption and distribution of food supplies
throughout the country, when the Lever bill liecomes a law, will te one i>f
the most conspicuous figures in the
country.

Churches to

Co-operate.

Mr. Hoover mailed a letter to 200.000
pastors of individual churches—-CathoProtestant and Jewish—calling
lic,
upon them to co-operate with him and
with the department of agriculture In
urging the largest possible production
of food and the smallest possible
amount of waste.
“As a minister of God,” writes Mr.
Hoover, "a leader of the people and a
lover of lll>erty ami of your fellow
men, your co-operation is earnestly deIn such a
sired and greatly needed.
time as this the people naturally turn
to the church. It will be a calamity to
the nation and to the churches if their
chosen ministers neglect to exercise
their proper leadership in the great
cause of feeding a world In need, for
the world Is In want of food.
"To meet the needs of the war and
of the world we must produce generously, give freely to our allies, ourselves eat as much, hut no more than
we need, and esi>eelally save the waste.
Listing disgrace will fall upon us If
lack of self restraint should prevent us
from taking our proper part In this
great conflict against the doctrine of
‘might makes right.'”
Mr. Hoover estimates the annual
He
waste of food at $1.000.000,000.
urges a larger use of corn and corn
bread in the family ration.
“The women of America.” says Mr.
Hoover, “have never failed to answer
such a call as cornea to them now. The
saving of fool is within their sphere,
and without fissl conservation we cannot win the war.”
All pastors are urged to preach upon
conservation of food and to secure the
co-operation of religions and Ht!c
bodies In a campaign for food saving.
American

w oman s

ran.

The American woman's work In the
will be a worthy part of the great
task undertaken by the democratic peoples of the earth.
Mr. Hoover, who probably knows
more about the world's provision supply than any other man. has been assured by women from all parts of the
land that they will co-ol>ernte faithfully In the all important work of food
conservation.
The pledge is backed by ISO societies.
Mr. Hoover's suggestion goes to unexpected lengths, even to the abolition
of the cabarets, where, he says, the
greatest waste of money and material
goes on. The elimination of the cabaret alone, he asserted, would feed
millions.
Not only must saving be
achieved In the household, but ail extravagance in public cafes must be
war

stopiied.
"The success of the food administration's plans will depend uivnn the cooperation of all housewives, who are
as much a part of the national army
aa are the men to tie sent to the front,”
said Mr. Hoover.
The national registration of women
aa actual members of the food administration will be done largely by
women's organizations under the dl
rectlon of state defense councils an'l
the women's committeeNewspapers
will be requested to print copies of t
to
to the
be
and
mailed
signed
pledge
food administration.

Storekeeper*

to Be

Regiitered.

When the women shall have beet
registered, bakers, butchers and mem
bers of trades connected with the fooc
distribution will be asked to reglstei
for service and requested to follow
definite instructions to be laid down by
the food administration.
The safeguarding of women and chil
dren workers from war exploltatioi
received consideration. A general agree
ment was entered to fight all efforts tc
pot women into men's positions with
out equal pay.

The Servant Problem.
“If the women really want to organ
lie for patriotic efficiency the mow
useful thing they can do today Is tc
band together to handle the servant
problem. Mr. Hooc r has asked every
housewife to become bis aid. But be

Dependent on Soldiers
Supplied Witli Fuads.

I_ Fliose

Servants Are Careless, Says
Prominent New York Woman,
and Should Be Tanght to
Economize In the Kitchen.
rVi.ii.■

.—

.I

LIVES OF THE MEN INSURED

'O

tween many a willing housewife and
tbe accomplishment of her desire la
that Chinese wall of Indifference—the
servant slacker."
This was said by Miss Alice Hill
Chittenden of New York In tbe coarse
of a talk in which she hauled over tbo
coala that portion of her aex which In
this time of crisis is "noisily pursuing
useless activities that are favored with
the limelight rather than quietly attending to those on Illumined things
that they can do."
"
‘Help’ has long been • moat vexatious family problem," said Mias Chittenden.
“During recent years It has
assumed the proportions of a public
problem, greatly Influencing that general but regrettable tendency of families to migrate from private houses to
apartments and apartment hotels.
“In that general development of efficiency which has swept over the Industrial worid tbe American servant
haa remained untouched. In fact, as
tbe Industrial world baa advanced In
efficiency the servant haa retrograded.
The old family servant that existed
when women felt that their paramount
duty was the management of their
homes la a thing of the past Generally speaking, the hired household worker of today la a marvel of Incompetence, wastefulness, Indifference, absolutely unamenable to dis cipline.
"While tbe men, who make tbe money. have devoted themselves to scientific organization for the elimination
of waste, the women, who are large
factors In the spending of money, have
been utterly neglectful of this constantly widening bole In the family

Twenty Dollar*

Month I* Given

Wives of Man In Aetiva Service—Additional Provision la Mad* Per Children— Wounded Man Are Taught
Trad** and Mad* Saif Supporting.

0-o
HOOVER'S

SUGGESTIONS

FOR WARTIME ECONOMY
First—Save the wheat. If we
eat as usual we will have little
more than enough for our own
supply, but we can divide with
our allies if each individual eats
at least one wheat lees meal a
day. substituting corn bread or
other cereals.
Our
Secoud.—Save the meat
cattle and bogs are decreasing,
and we wish every householder
to buy less and allow no waste.
Third.—Save the fata. We consume three times the fats that
We wish no batare necessary.
ter used in cooking and less
We want
served on the table.
less lard, bacon and other pork
products used.
Fourth.—Any dofleicnde* In
food supply by economy along
the above lines can be amply
covered by Increasing the use
of fish, potatoes and vegetables

generally.

|

Fifth.—We want to save transportation. We wish every one
to consume products of local
origin so far as possible.
Sixth.—We want every' one to
preach "the gosjiel of the clean
plate.” to serve smaller portions
and to see that nothing of value gets Into the garbage can.

!o
|
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and the advantageous buying and preparation of food.

A Democratic Food ComtroL

"This U the excellent program that
Mr. Hoover has laid out. If It succeeds
it means that we will have a truly
democratic fond centred, every house
The Most Wasteful Class.
wife being her own food dictator. If it
■'Bemuse servants form a class, the
fails we will undoubtedly have the au
only class lu civilized life, that does not 1 tocratic food dictatorship of Germany.
feel the rise lu the cost of living, Its I with Its breud cards and prescribed
tsiard always being provided; because
dally rations.
Its pocket nerve is never touched by
| “But how can this Hoover program
the price of food and because it has ! succeed if in so many households the
been for so many years unrestrained
house-wife Is obliged to work her food
by a proper discipline it has become economies through the servant slack
the most wasteful class In the world | er? Here is au opi-ort unity to rendei
In the use of food—purchased with
J: a real service to fIk* country. Let wo
some one eise's money.
men form an organization that will ex
"if a mistress attempts to enforce ! act from flic servant tbe efficient serv
i- e that man exacts from tbe worker*
economy In her kitchen the servant
plainly shows that she does not think in the outside Industrial world. Lei
is
Inher worthy of respect; that she
ns standardize wages, and let us estab
ferior to some other mistress who perHah a scale of wages.
mitted a pr<allgal use of materials. If
"In tbe business world men pay ■
how
the mistress attempts to direct
comparatively small wage to the be
how
much cream, butter,
mnny eggs
glrmer or apprentice, and thence the
should he uaed for this, that or the
wage ranges up to that of tbe mastei
servant
relate
other thing the
mechanic. But in tbe servant markei
,will
mistress
allowed.
what some other
a cook's a Sook.
Unless one is employ
The attitude assumed Is. This U all
lng the higher class of chef there are
but
of
course
don't
for
no
right
you
degrees of proficiency recognized 1r
you,
understand,’ the obtruded Implication wages demanded. If $10 a mouth it
an
inferior
class.
that
are
in
the current wage for a good cook the
being
you
"In the appalling crisis that the nabeginner demands and gets tbe same.
tion is now facing many of the wom“In the business world, no mattei
en's organizations are following thelt
bow big or wealthy the corporation
habit of milling about In useless activwastefulness is not permitted.
Tin
ities. There is much vocalization, hut
efficiency expert Is an accepted lnstltu
little gain to the country. The activitlon. This same spirit should be car
ties that are most in vogue are those
tied into household work.
DlsctpUm
that have a military flavor. But nothand the guiding intelligence should pre
Is
with
class
If
ha*
in
and
this
vail
tbe
kitcheu
it
ing
popular
pantry just si
not a mannish flavor. This awful wai
they do in tbe workshop and office.
“If the servant should revolt agalnsi
emergency has been seized upon to
show that woman can play a man'?
this new order of things, as many ol
them unfortunately would, and in con
part and that therefore the pregrain
of feminism should at once be ushsequence quit their employment or tx
ered In.
discharged, no recommendation shook
be given, and the organization that 1
"Can't the women get together hi
suggest should pledge Its members no
an organization ulmed at the control ot
to employ any servant who has not ■
the servant, which means the solution
recommendation.
of the problem? Mr. Hoover has warn
"The enforcement of this rule ii
ed the country of the grave need ot
America would undoubtedly mean aerv
food conservation If we are to feed our
antless homes for a time. But isn't tb*
selves and our hungry allies. As worn
en are the ultimate food handlers, be
pressing need of tbe hour sufficient t<
make tbe women meet this situation
believes that they may play a deciding
In serving their country they would tx
part in the war. It is his Idea to ask
serving themselves, for if they one*
every woman who presides over a
stood shoulder to shoulder in this mat
household to enlist as an actual mem
ter the servants would Inevitably tx
her of the food administration, to be
thus entitled to the badge of the ad
brought to terms.
“Industry for some time now ha:
ministration, and to sign a written
been warned that It must get ltael
pledge to carry out the advice and Instructions of the food administration
upon tbe most efficient basis success
as far as her circumstances permit
fully to meet tbe economic struggli
that it is predicted will follow the enc
“The Instructions that be has already
of the war.
Should not the womet
outlined Include the elimination ol
play their part by getting the boms
waste, the substitution of local and
making industry of the country upoi
seasonal products, the use of staple
products and the study of food valuec the same basis of efficiency f"

j

j
|
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An.Stance to All Dependents.
The Canadian couij>en*atlon for the
soldier and Ills family includes not
only $33 of monthly pay for the private
In active servbe. hut a separation allowance to his dependents of $JU a
month from the Dominion government
and further assistance In special cases
from the Canadian patriotic fund.
For example, the wife of a private
soldier with three children between the
ages of ten and fifteen may receive either $15 or $20 front the assigned pay
of her husband. $30 separation allowance and $25 from the Canadian patriotic fund, or tn all $<1K or $*15 a
month.
If her husband Is killed she will receive $40 a month for herself and an
additional $0 a month for each of her
children until her boys are sixteen
years of age and her glrl9 are sevenIn addition. If she
teen years of age.
lives hi Toronto or one of n number
of other cities she will receive life lnThis will tie paid to her In
aurance.
monthly installments unless she shows
tliat she needs the entire smotint at
once to pay off a mortgage or to make
a start lu business.
If her husband Is disabled she will
receive a sieclal maintenance allowance while he Is having medical treatment and learning a new occupation,
and when he Is finally discharged, if
his physical disability continues, a pension will lie paid according to the extent of his disability and the nnmber
of his children under sixteen or seventeen years of age.
Protected by Insurance.
Mr. Wolfe Is an actuary of recognized
authority, and he hag analyzed especially the municipal provision for life
insurance by which certain Canadian
cities huve supplemented the pensions
provided by the Dominion for dependents of deceased soldiers.
In Toronto
the municipality has not only purchased 110,000,000 worth of Insurance from
private companies, but it is itself carrying more than (32.000,000 worth of
insurance. A municipal insurance bureau bus been organized, and (2,000,000
worth of l>ouds have been issued, of
which (he principal and interest are a
charge upon the general taxpayers of
the city.
Every officer and enlisted
man residing within the city limits of
Torouto who volunteers for oversea
service has from the date of his enlistment lieen protected by a life insurance policy of (1.000, the protection
running from the time of his enlistment
to his death or six months after his

discharge

or

resignation.

The reinjrt refers also to the fact that
each of the European countries makes
government provision for the fnmilles
of private soldiers and sailors.
In
Great Britain, France and Germany
the amount of the governmental separation allowance depends upon the
size of the family frhlcb mast be sup-

ported.
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Mabel Torrey of Swan’. Dland
log ben.

Master Norman Stanley left Thnrsday
tor lamotne. Friday he accompanied hi
aunt, Mrs. A. J. Gibson of WaltbanR
Mass., to bar home lor a short visit.
Mrs. Herbert Rice of Steuben, who baa
bean employed as housekeeper for Rev. A.
D. Knight, will accompany bcr husband,
who Is captain of the Herbart Loring,
when he returns to Portland this week.

a later

Cheater Sawyer baa bis house completed
and has moved In. Tbe boose is situated
east of J. C. Sprague’s house, the road
leading to It being between N. S. Stanley’s
and F. W. Morse’s residences.

wood la also

John A. Bouaay ia ill.
Guy Carter ofgEUswortb
Leslie Bpead’s.

i»

nmu, ,t

Mr. Wildar ol ;Newton Center, Alan.,
1* al nia summer home herr.
The eteatneblp

gine

i*

employed

which

on

Voiney Cog-

loading oil fur

ie

a loretgn port.
Much regret It felt here at the earl;
death of Winnie Faile of Ellawortb. .Is
a child, she lived here with her mother

Mrs. Ewer end friend, Miss Tricky of
will occupy the parsonage for tbe
month of July, caring for Miaa Marion

for

has been

a

few

worth

months,
M. C. A. unit at
Portsmouth, N. M„ where be is going tbia
Hi* services
week to take up tbe work.
will be greatly missed among tbe islands.
leave of absence for six

baa

old

years, and

since

going to Ells-

and young.

a

All extend

sympathy

to

the bereaved mother.

July

Tramp.

2.
_

NOR I II OKLAND.

8.

Mrs. A. E. Gray will leave Tuesday for*
visit in Foxcrof*.

_

K. L. Linscott and wife spent the weekend in town.

Jim Conary, Arthur Conary and Eugene
Conary spent the week-end at borne.
Albert Shorey and wife left Monday
for Bar Harbor, where tbey will spend tbs

Georg® E. Harper ;had a cow
i leg in the pastor® last week.

|

Miss

break her

EUa Cochrane of Hampden closed
district No. 16 Friday.

Mrs. fiaaet Clarke,
is

visiting

w

her

ith young too, of

parents, Mr. and

Mrs. H. W. Whit®.

pupils

Morgan's Bay school

of

entertainment

Wednesday,

and

ice-cream

l>oris Sherman^ of Buck sport, who
attending school at the Wbits
school bouse, has* returned borne.
M»s*

gave
sale

has

at tbe schoolhouse.

Tbe schools that closed Friday were
North Surry, taught by Myra Billington;
West Surry, Mr*. Hattie Hooper; East
Burry, Mabel Morgan; Morgan's Bay,
Ethel Lord; Rich's corner, Lixxie Gray;
Burry, Lena A. Sperry.

been

Miss Dorm Dunbar of East Orland closed
No. 7 Friday. Ibis

her acbool in district
wma

|

her

third

term here.

.She due* not

expect to return for the fall term.
July 2.

j
L
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WEST BROOK LIN.
tbe Burry
Harold Seavey i» Spending u few stays
Friday evening
by Atberlon’s at Bucksport.
orchestra of Bluebill. Program:
March; j Mrs. Mary Fogg bss returned ten*
music; prayer; music; salutatory, Arthur from .-Bonington.
Richard Fullerton; essay, Nina Grindle;
Miss Oraynell |Bridges tbs* gone is
music; recitation, Howard Austin Y’oung;
i South Bluebill to work in the -amine
Della
Mae
essay,
Blaisdell; music;
factory.
prophecy, Henrietta Adelia Blaisdell;
Koland Sukefortb and litth
Mrs.
valedictory and presentation of gifts,
10
Busan Florence McGraw; music; presenta- daughter Pearl have gone to Chrnden
tion of
benediction.
Tbe spend tbs summer.
diplomas;
Miss Luette Bridges] relurned home
class motto was “True labor Conquers,”
and tbe class colors, red, wbite and blue. Saturday from South Brooktville, where
she has been teaching.
L.
July 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bridge* of PrecisBLIKULLL.
s
ion, Mass., arrived Sunday to spend
Mr*. F. P. UrwiH of Bangor is visiting fair weeks with Miss
Lutie.Bridges.
her son, C. E. Unane.
B.
July A
Patriotic services wen held in the Baptist church Sunday evening.
BLUEHILLiFALLS.
B. H. Oandage is at,hotne for s lew dsysThe Pendleton hotel is being nmodeled
into an apartment bonae, with office* on
Mrs H. A. Otodage is with Mr*, dsrth
the ground floor.
Dodge, who Is UL
Graduation

exercises

of

grammar school were held
at tbe grange hall. Music

_

The

dosed laat week.
perfect In attendance wen: Frederick Qrindle,Thelma
Fannie
Qrindle,
Hinckley, Jualia Mello
and Alton Ward well.
town

the

schools

primary

school

The senior class of the academy pnaented the play, “The Colonel'* Maid,” at
Odd Fellow's hall in Brooklin and the
town hall in Blue hill laat week. Then
was a large attendance at both places.
Mias Flonnce
structor of rural

tonating
association

talk
in

Hale of Augusta, ineducation, gave an into the pannt-teacben'
the academy June as.

aubntiacmmU.

Mrs. He leu House and family ol Pittathe
are at “Airly Beacon” lor

berg, Pa.,
aeaaoo.

Mrs. Angie Oandage is at home
Massachusetts, where she has spent

from
«ve0

months.

Mrs. Clarence Meserrey. with dtughtet
is visiting her si»t»r>
Mrs. Carrie Cost to.
dept. Crockett and wife ol Portland
znd Mil* Utorvieve Conzry ol St.
are guezU of.Mizz Lizzie Conzry.
CBBKW. I
July A

Bernice, of Camden,

DEDHAM.
Maurios MUIsr.ia having serious trouble
with bis eyes.
Ethel Rows is>t home from Conshe has been teaching.
Harold and Leslie Burrill ol Bre*er
spent the week-end with their mother.
Miss

necticut, when

WAR DECLARED ON PIE.
Kansas Will Enjey American Dessert
Only on Odd Sunday**
“No more pie for loyal Kansans," declares the committee on economy of
the Connell of Defense.
To serve pie oftener than for one occasional Sunday dinner will be regarded by the c< iumittee as giving aid and
comfort to the enemy. Pie takes more
than Its share from the family expense
account and the digestion of Its devotees. It should not be eaten three times
a

day.

I

acbool in

Host on,

summer.

Pupils of

|

part of nearly erer;
Mbe was a favorite aiib

spent

her*.

summer

tbe Y.

SURRY.

an

Thelma.

Nora Young and daughter Hare! Trailed
Ellawortb last Saturday.

Bangor,

Tbe

Dingo.

HOLTH Sl'KRY.

again.

2.

at the

_

Dr. F. B. Sweat end family, of Spring*
to
ere expected Ibis weak
occupy tbe Hadlock cottage for July. Dr.
Sweet, during bis visits to tbe island, has
been very helpful, and baa woo tbe
friendship of all wbo know him. His
friends will ail be glad to have him beta

July

employed

July*.

field, Mass.,

a

Helen.

Mra. Hettie;8avage, who ha, been IB.
ployed at P. W. Lunt'a, ha, gone to llotti
Dirigo, Southwaat Harbor. Zulma Nor-

Mrs. Edna Hadlock and son Elmer are
spending a few days In Bar Harbor.
Elmer is to have adenoids removed at tbe
Miss MUdred
hospital while there.
Young is housekeeper during her absence.

Joined

vmt

Mra. Walter Sprague, who ha.
bWn
working in EUaworth, n home.
WilliaD. Thunton, who ha, teen
with
dipt. John Bobbin., la at borne.
Cbarln Maicber, who ba. been
vl,nubia grandmother, Mra. Sadie Eye, he.
£
turned to Cambridge, Man.
Mr. and Mn. Auguatua Oordtu. left
fee
Rockland Saturday^ »pend the
Fourth
with Ibeir daughter, Mr. N.ncy
Cowry,
Edwin lngalla, who ia working at
moina, apant Sunday at ;botne,
returning
Monday morning accompanied by ba

Phippen, who has been
lor Fred Spurting, commences her season's work at the laics ford
hotel July X

and has

I.

««.

Min Bern Reed baa gone to Seal
Harbor
when aba baa employment.

bouse

Knight

*• t

•-—

WEST THKMONT.
Waltar Lout ta home for a ,hort
lion.

Agnes

D.

tran.lornJ

reoo*,'

days.

Rev. A.

the

'**

CL..'

m'imOw?

season.

Knight.
granted

Dr.Tylar^of

ware

*

Bluehtll. The garden, acre
into a reritable fairlyland br
the mT
baaultful floral tribute, from
circle
of
great
friend#. At her
interment .a. made in the .unken
deelgued by Min Owen, and
beau one of the Ideal# of her
u„fu|
Min Owen; waa the daughter ol
tbel,,
Oan. Joshua T. bw.n of
of
a modnt,
Though
retiring d„po.«i(r
ebe bad attained an enviable
renutatim
aa an artiat and intartor
decorate, 7
leave, two aletere, Mlaaea Marv
and tw
belb, and one brother, David, ot PhuT
delphia and BlnahiU.
July 1

Roderick
K. Stanley has rented the
N. Y. and Is ronaing regular trips to Beal
Harbor to meet the morning boats.

Mrs.

.ri-hm,,"
Carotin,‘.w

of

Mail-carrier ^Cheater Sawyer begins bis
four-year term of service Monday morning, July X

keeping

Min

Cbe.ir.ut H
Preebytertao church. Philadelphia “«

Mrs, Fred Sparling la at home.from the
Bar Harbor hospital, where ,ihe has been
lor treatment.

Mias Elva ‘Fernald la with her grandmother at Northeast Harbor for a lew

Mothers' pension
marked
growth.
laws and minimum wage laws are recognised examples, and It la acknowledged that their remit has not been to
pauperise, but distinctly to Improve
the power of the family to protect Itself.
In view of this tendency It la
to be expected that a system of compensation for soldiers and sailors can
be developed whereby the government
will make possible for their children
the home life and parental care which
are the common need of every child."
The report points out that In Canada
two notable elements have been added
to the government provision for soldiers and their families. First, Insurance on the lives of soldiers Is carried
by various municipalities, and, second,
the Dominion has undertaken as a part
of Its military system the re-education.
In a suitable occupation, of the disabled soldier, so that be can assume
again. In whole or In part, the care of
his fsiully.

men

Mlaa Carrie Black returned from the
Bar Harbor hospital last week, .much
Improved la health.

of the secretary of labor and jost published by the children's bureau of tha
United States department of labor.
In presenting the report Mias Lath rop, chief of the children1* bureau,

of

"7

cottage.
Dr. Scndder and family came last week
to occupy their cottage at Eagle Point.

The Wood lawn house baa opened, and
the proprietor, J. R. Dwelley, baa a lew
guests. He'ta looking forward to a good

funeral

°W*^
*. *»» Ml
garden.of Tyn-e-Coed the r,
a
flat
noon.
Tha
day
oBciating

Mlaa Ella Stanley la visiting at Button.
Maynard Jordan is at home lor hia
vacation.
Arthur Brooks and family are at thetr

How Canada provide* for the wive*
and children of her enlisted men la described In a report by 8. Herbert Wolfe
of New York, prepared at the request

mya:
“In the fifty years since the civil
war legislation affecting the family
and Its economic status baa abown

purse.

“Several years ago I attended the
biennial session of the General Federation of Women's Clubs In Cincinnati
They had a program that lasted ten
days, a program that brought up—for
'a paper' and discussion—every question under the sun—politics, economics,
literature, music, art, science—every
question to which they could contribute little or nothing, every question but
the one great question which they had
right In their homes and to which, by
discussion and organization, they could
1 hiring that entire
contribute much.
ten days' program twit a word was said
on the servant problem.
“They discussed at much length all
the complex problems of government
which they fatuously call •public housekeeping.' urging their tried abilities as
housekeei>ers. but of this acute problem in tbeir actual housekeeping not a
word. These feminine n-adjusters of
the universe talk much of regulating
the condition of women in trade
There Ls much organized activity to
fix the hours and wages of shopgirls,
waitresses and for all other women
wage earners—except the servant

a

te

Pupil* of tbe primary gr.de,
demonstration In mental

NEWS

COUNTY

Mrs. Ella Burrill.
Mr. aud Mrs. N. F. Libby of Bangor
and L B Black of Shirley were guests
Sunday of Mr.>nd Mra. W. W. Black.
BA

July

_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Austin Bussell and daughter S»rs*
Ellsworth were here Thursday.
Ferd Cray and family ol Hardwick, Vl-t
an apsndlog the] week with his parents.
Mr. and Mra. Charlta Orgy.
u
'July A
of

